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FOREWORD

Max Seham appropriately begins his book with a quotation
from Daniel Schorr's Don't Get Sick in America. The dire
warning of Schorr's title is one of the themes in Blacks and
American Medical Care. Several other related warnings are
present too, although they are not always so succinctly stated.

Don't be uneducated, unskilled, or naive in America be-
cause the materialistic system tends to reward those who are
most exploitative of nature and of their fellow man. To be
uneducated, unskilled, or naive is to risk poverty. Don't be
poor because to be poor in America is somehow to be less
worthy. Don't be black in America because to be black is to
be even more unworthy, and it tends to increase one's chances
of being poor. To be poor in America is to increase one's
chances of being sick. To be sick and poor in America is to
increase the risk of dying regardless of age.

The concept of the right to health is developed historically
as the book begins. That this concept is rhetoric rather than
reality, not only for blacks but for all Americans, quickly be-
comes apparent as we are again reminded that there is no
national plan or national health policy designed to fulfill this
right.

In the United States racism is still a way of life, and the
humanity of both the racist and his victim is diminished be-
cause of it. Internationally, we are thought of as "Ugly Ameri-
cans" because of our racism and our exploitative materialism.
Our foreign policy tends to accommodate more easily to ma-
terial considerations than to human considerations. At home
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our materialism has permitted health care to be a commodity
which is sold to the highest bidder. Only grudging considera-
tion is given to the poor, who, as Dr. Alonzo Yerby says, are
often forced "to barter their bodies" for health care.

There have always been those who have fought against ma-
terialism in health care. There have always been those who
have fought against racism. To fight simultaneously against
both evils is to champion unpopular causes. The author of this
book has joined a growing list of individuals with the aware-
ness that the problems are so interrelated that isolated or cate-
gorical attempts at solutions are inadequate. In his views the
author has at times stood alone far ahead of his time.

Max Seham is a concerned, white physician who has elected
to attack injustice and inhumanity on many fronts. He has
fought to improve health care and attempted to break the in-
cestuous relationship between poverty and ill health. In his
concern for the plight of blacks as they struggle against the
hazards of racism, poverty, and ill health in America, Max
Seham stands apart from the typical American physician who
works hard for his patients but is somehow blind to the fact
that the harder he works the more he supports a system that
does not operate to the advantage of all the people.

When the twentieth century dawned seventy odd years
ago, Max Seham had already completed the first decade of his
life. And now, approaching his ninth decade, he is in a unique
position to assay the medical scene as he continues his fight,
through this book, to improve the plight of his fellow man.

As I read this book and as I think of Max Seham, I am
reminded of the words of Henry David Thoreau:

The greater part of what my neighbors call good I
believe in my soul to be bad, and if I repent of anything,
it is very likely to be my good behavior. What demon
possessed me that I behaved so well? . . .
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FOREWORD

If a man does not keep pace with his companions,
perhaps it is because he hears a different drummer. Let
him step to the music which he hears, however measured
or far away.

Max Seham marches in the front ranks of those who hear
a different drummer. The information set forth in this book
is fundamental and valuable. It should be known to all Ameri-
cans who are concerned with health.

John L. S. Holloman, Jr., M.D.
New York City
October 2 3,1973
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PROLOGUE: THE

RUMINATIONS OF A
TROUBLED PHYSICIAN

When a nation is as rich in money, talent, and energy as we are,
when a nation develops as much new knowledge and new technol-
ogy as we do, then that nation has a responsibility to ask whether
it is providing the best possible health care to its people in a man-
ner that respects their dignity and individuality and at a cost which
they can afford.

And if this is not the case, then we have the responsibility to
ask: Why not? And we have the responsibility to pursue this mat-
ter until we have a system of health care in which our humanitarian
ideas are practiced on a daily and a personal basis.

Senator Abraham Ribicoff, Health Care in
America, Hearings before the Senate

Subcommittee on Executive Reorganization,
Part 1 (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1969), p. 4.

This book is a labor of love and was written to satisfy an inner
necessity. Writing it has been both a challenge and an adven-
ture. It has been a challenge to my obligation as a doctor. As a
practicing pediatrician for more than sixty years, I could not
help but feel guilty about our high infant mortality rate that
ranks the United States far below many other countries, a con-
dition that has clearly been shown to be due to racial discrimi-
nation. Writing this book has also been an exciting adventure,
a chance to help in advancing the humanitarian concept of so-
cial medicine. I have taken heart from the courage and will of
221/2 million black Americans who, oppressed and disenfran-
chised for several hundred years, have never given up the strug-
gle to obtain their basic rights.
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BLACKS AND A M E R I C A N MEDICAL CARE

Looking back over six decades as a solo fee-for-service prac-
titioner of medicine, I am compelled to ruminate over the past
and worry about the present and future of medicine. The revo-
lutionary changes that have taken place in the science and
technology of medicine have forced a change in the attitudes
and the behavior of many of those in the medical profession.

I came to the United States with my family seventy-five
years ago by steerage. My parents escaped social injustice and
came to a country that was flowing with milk and honey.
When I first hung up my shingle sixty-three years ago as a
general practitioner, people looked upon the doctor as holier
than the priest; there was a saying among my early patients,
"First God and then the Doctor." In those days the doctor
was a man for all seasons. He was an internist, a pediatrician,
and an obstetrician, all under the guise of a G.P. He slapped life
into the newborns and ministered to the aged during their last
breath. Being responsible for the total health of his parish, the
doctor was ready at all times in rain or snow, night or day, to
walk his route. He was not only a medical technician, he was
a friend, counselor, and confidant. He gave relief to those in
agony; he gave hope and comfort in times of crisis.

Sixty years ago the problem of medical economics was sim-
ple; the practice of medicine was then a one-to-one relationship
between the doctor and his patient. There were no consultant
specialists except for surgeons and for more experienced prac-
titioners. Hospitals were used only as a last resort. Expectant
mothers were sent to hospitals only when severe complications
arose. The few known laboratory tests were done by the doc-
tor in his office; the X ray was still primitive and not very reli-
able. For diagnosis the doctor depended chiefly upon his five
senses. However, we were imbued with the service ideology.
Our interest in the welfare of our patients was our uppermost
concern. The Hippocratic oath was not mere parchment to be
forgotten after graduation but a tenet the G.P. tried to put into
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practice every day. We believed that "reward of financial gain
should be a subordinate consideration."

When I first started to practice it was not a very profitable
endeavor to be a doctor. And later, during the depression of
the early 1930's, medical societies actually maintained welfare
funds to help indigent doctors in severely depressed areas. I
never sent out bills in the early days because I did not expect
to collect from those who couldn't afford to pay, and the oth-
ers paid when and what they could. The fee-for-service system
was satisfactory for both the patient and the doctor. The spread
between the minimum and maximum charge was small: fifty
cents to a dollar for office services, a dollar for home visits, and
five dollars for bringing a child into the world at the home,
with the help of a midwife, followed by daily visits for a week.

We were prepared to make great personal sacrifices, to wait
out long starvation periods. Young doctors entering the prac-
tice of medicine at that time sought to emulate Dr. William
Osier, not James J. Hill. We all started out literally as horse-
and-buggy doctors. My first winter in general practice (in
1910) I walked my route with the help of streetcars, some-
times in knee-high boots borrowed from a fireman. It was two
years before I was able to make my first payment on a second-
hand car. A car in those days excited much curiosity, fortu-
nately, for if it had not been for the help of a number of my
patients' children, I would never have been able to complete
my house calls — in exchange for rides the boys would get me
started with a push (unwittingly, I encouraged truancy).

My ruminations about the past are now constantly over-
shadowed by worries about the future. The medical scene has
undergone drastic changes, and with these changes the serenity
and satisfaction of the doctor are undermined. What is hap-
pening to my beloved profession? In almost every magazine, in
the cartoons and editorials of the daily papers, members of the
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medical profession are pictured no longer as next to God but
as Satan's associates. We are held responsible for the high cost
of medical care. We are accused of being more interested in
minks for our wives and Cadillacs for ourselves than in the
welfare of the people. For a long time we had the highest con-
fidence of the people, but today we are suspected of betraying
that trust for our own selfish interests. Beset on all sides by
the hostility of responsible leadership in labor and criticism
from high government officials, the ethical and dedicated doc-
tor does not know what to make of it all.

Why this growing resentment toward the medical profes-
sion? Is it directed at the individual doctor, a certain image of
the American Medical Association (AMA), or both? Is it be-
cause, having achieved upper-class social status, we have become
alienated from the mass of people? Is it because in the last
three decades we have become identified more and more as
the prototype of the right-wing ultraconservatives? These ques-
tions are worrisome to a senior doctor who has always experi-
enced the best of relations with his patients. None of these
questions can be answered simply, nor are they based on myths.
They are grounded in reality and are inseparably related to the
many upheavals — scientific, economic, social —that have taken
place in this century, and are still occurring.

To the public there has always been a clear-cut distinction
between the role of the businessman and that of the doctor.
Personal gain as a primary motive has long been accepted as
necessary for the businessman; for the doctor public service
was always to have priority over personal profit. Medical prac-
tice has undergone drastic changes since the new economic or-
der of "free initiative, free trade, and free competition." Today
the cleavage between the medical profession and the business
world is not so clear-cut, and the gap is narrowing. In this age
of commercialization it is more difficult for the private prac-
titioner to reconcile his responsibilities as a social servant with
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his finanical goals. In a sense, the modern practitioner has be-
come a small entrepreneur. He chooses a feasible location, in-
vests his capital in facilities and instruments, and opens his
business of dispensing medical services. It is inevitable that
business methods will affect medical practice in a society that
grants great prestige and rewards to the lords of finance. The
result is a continuous struggle between two irreconcilable forces
— service ideals and the profit motive. When I first began to
practice medicine I tried, as did my colleagues, to live up to
the letter of the Hippocratic oath. But living up to the Hippo-
cratic oath and employing business methods are like trying to
mix oil and water.

The modern doctor, especially the specialist, regards him-
self as a skillful technician, which he undoubtedly is. He is un-
questionably more learned in the fundamentals of medicine
than the horse-and-buggy doctor. Then remedies were largely
placebos, now fortunately replaced by specific antibiotics and
preventive vaccines. The modern doctor prevents disease, and
cures people who in the past could not have been saved; if he
is a general practitioner, he now has the support of more than
thirty-five different consultants and an equally large number
of trained paramedical specialists. But unlike a mechanic, the
doctor is responsible for more than the repair of a machine.
When a patient comes to his doctor, he comes seeking not
only diagnosis and cure by the use of instruments and drugs.
He comes also as a human being, and he brings with him
moods, insights, anxieties, and tensions which the doctor is
expected to respond to. The doctor should be as expert a
sociologist as a technologist. But the fact is that scientific
advances in medicine have come faster than sociological aware-
ness; something precious has been lost along the road of tech-
nical innovation, expertise, and financial gain. Once a dignified
and idealistic profession, medicine has been contaminated by
the competitive ideas of business.
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The watchword for the AMA over the past forty years has
been, "What is good for the medical profession is good for
America." Individually and collectively we doctors have fought,
sometimes with vicious zeal, to protect and preserve our vested
interests at the expense of the medical needs of the consum-
ers. We have closed our eyes to the social and moral truth that
health is not a private possession of the provider but a right
of the consumer. For over forty years we were engaged in a
senseless cold war with the government and other progressive
forces over life-saving health legislation. This must cease if we
are ever to attain an efficient national health system. Further-
more, in these days of rapid change, the horse-and-buggy meth-
ods of organization for the delivery of medical care must be
abandoned. Just as we discard useless drugs and replace tech-
nical devices, we must discard our obsolete system of health
care delivery.

The artificial barriers between public and private medical
care must be eliminated. The shifting of responsibility among
different levels of government must end. Where local commu-
nities through private channels are unable to act, states must
aid, and if states cannot, the national government must assume
responsibility. Just as the government has come to the rescue
of sick industries and sick education, so must it help restore
vitality to our sick medical system. The government has always
played a beneficent role in protecting the health of the nation
in times of depression and emergency. Society expects the gov-
ernment to assume more and more responsibility, especially in
critical areas, and in fact, the medical profession has demon-
strated neither by temperament nor by training that it is pre-
pared to meet the social challenge of medicine, leaving a vac-
uum which the government should fill.

A quarter of a century ago I became painfully aware of the
inequities and injustices in the administration of medical serv-
ices when I confronted the restrictions of "Jim Crow" medi-
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cine in a black neighborhood house in Minneapolis. I sought
the help of local government in establishing a free clinic for
the black children who lived in that area but failed in my ef-
fort. For twenty-five years these children have had to depend
upon the inadequate services of the county general hospital
five miles away. Later on, my concern was kindled into anger,
when as chief of staff of a private voluntary hospital, the ex-
ecutive committee opposed the admission of a black physician
who was licensed to practice and who had a fine record as a
medical student. This was the emotional trigger which com-
pelled me to write the material which makes up the chapter
"The Black Doctor." On re-examining the status of the black
doctor, I still find the pervasive influence of discrimination —
less than before, but still there. The last decade has seen much
accomplished in eliminating overt discrimination, but there
are still only a sprinkling of black youths attracted to medical
careers; their situation is examined in detail in 'The Black
Medical Student/'

And although I am a retired member of the AMA, and in
good standing, I have pulled no punches in my criticism of
the organization. There still exists a lamentable degree of so-
cial and professional discrimination on the part of white doc-
tors toward their black colleagues, not only overtly but in sub-
tle, covert ways. There are too many white doctors who per-
petuate this policy or acquiesce in its operation; the conscience
of the medical profession has as yet been touched only lightly.

We in the medical profession, with our heads in the sand,
have refused to look up for fear of seeing changes in medical
care which might lower our prestige and diminish our image.
We have closed our eyes to the reality of the growing crisis.
We have been a stone wall against which many health reforms
have shattered. We have been afraid to innovate; we have been
followers not leaders. Now, because of the seriousness of the
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medical crisis, we have no alternative but to innovate. We
must not only catch up with the systems of foreign countries,
whose morbidity and mortality rates are much lower than our
own, but we must surpass them. I hope that time yet remains
for our medical establishment to assert an unprecedented lead-
ership in helping to solve the social medical problems of our
time. There are battles to be waged against racism, moral and
civic deterioration, poverty, and urban blight, all of which
undermine our nation's health. We need leadership — wise,
courageous, compassionate — we need medical statesmen, not
medical politicians; social scientists, not technicians. We need
leaders who are not afraid to tell it as it is — leaders who are
not afraid to put the medical needs of the country above
vested interests.

We must repent for our discrimination against black pa-
tients, black medical students, and black physicians that con-
tinues to be de facto if not de jure. We must once and for all
time weed out the tenacious roots of racial bias so that no
black physician or medical student will be denied human com-
passion and the opportunity to serve his fellow man, black or
white. I appeal to my colleagues: we must all, as the disciples
of Aesculapius, remember, more than ever before, to practice
the philosophy ''Man is nothing except what he is to others."

M.S.
St. Paul, Minnesota
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THE RIGHT TO HEALTH

I've taken a lady to the office and stayed there until she waited on
her, until she examined her. And before she put a hand on her, she
said, "Do you have any money, honey?" And the lady told her she
had some. The doctor said she wanted to know where she was
goin' to get the money from. If you ain't got no money, you don't
see no doctor. You just have to suffer it out.

Daniel Schorr, Don't Get Sick in America1

The right to health for every man, woman, and child was first
expounded by Aristotle around 330 B.C. He wrote, "Health of
body and mind is so fundamental to the good life, that if we
believe men have any personal right at all as human beings,
they have an absolute moral right to such a good measure of
health as society and society alone is able to give them." This
principle was carried out in ancient Greece by appointing state
physicians to treat the poor. During the Middle Ages, feudal
lords assumed the responsibility for providing medical care
(such as it was) for their serfs, and with the rise of cities,
charity hospitals, which had been the sole province of the
Church, gradually were provided by local government, and,
later, by central government.2

The attitude of early Americans was perhaps best articulated
by Benjamin Franklin, who wrote in Poor Richard's Almanac
that health of men and women is their own responsibility and
that no one has the right to interfere with the individual's
decision whether or not he wants health — a philosophy in
keeping with the highly prized individualism of those times.
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The best American expression of the concept of the right
to health is found in Franklin Delano Roosevelt's new Bill of
Rights. In January 1944 he said, "We have accepted, so to
speak, a second Bill of Rights under which a new basis of se-
curity and prosperity can be established for all, regardless of
station, race, or creed." Among these, he said, is "The right
to adequate medical care and the opportunity to achieve and
enjoy good health."3

By the 1950's medical care was no longer accepted as charity.
Spokesmen began to demand medical care for the poor that
was equal to that offered to the rich. With the creation of
Medicare in 1964, which provided comprehensive medical
care for those over sixty-five, the federal dollar began to be
used to bring medical care to those who could not otherwise
secure it. The expectation of comprehensive medical care for
all, guaranteed when necessary by government, was beginning
to be accepted. But much remains to be done. As late as 1967
Dr. Milford Rouse, then president of the AMA, stated that
medical care was a privilege, not a right. He reflected a feeling
that is apparently still shared by many physicians. An article
published in the New England Journal of Medicine in 1972
provoked much discussion in subsequent issues which revealed
a strong undercurrent of belief among medical men that no
patient has the automatic right to be treated. Dr. Franz Ingle-
finger, editor of the Journal, replied to this discussion that
"any person within the United States has as much right to
health care as he does to adequate transportation, postal serv-
ice, and fire protection." He goes on to say that "Without
some ideologic as well as practical rapprochement, progress
toward a generally satisfactory health-care system will be in-
finitely slow and painful."4

The Nixon administration has made no commitment on
health as a right, but its drift may be surmised from a state-
ment made by John Veneman, undersecretary of HEW during
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President Nixon's first term. Mr. Veneman was quoted as say-
ing he saw health care as being a responsibility of all levels
of government, but "certainly not a right like freedom of
speech/'5

Today, under the medical system in our country — the
wealthiest and most industrialized country in the world—there
are millions of citizens, children as well as adults, who do not
have access to good medical care simply because they are poor,
or because they are black, or — most commonly — because they
are both. This is not true in other Western countries, and the
mortality and morbidity rates reflect the differences.6

Sweden, a country much like ours in its standard of living,
found that those who most needed help were not covered
under voluntary insurance and so, in 1955, they adopted uni-
versal compulsory health insurance. Although the Swedish
Medical Society was not an enthusiastic supporter of the plan
before it became a reality, indications are that doctors' worst
fears were not realized. Commenting on the care provided for
children, which is the aspect of the Swedish system that is
most fully "socialized medicine," a Swedish doctor has said,
"You can't make a business out of the health of children."7

And yet we do.
Acceptance of the right to health principle is implicit in the

British National Health Insurance Service started in 1948. The
fact that the overwhelming majority of British people favor
their system and the fact that it is backed by the major po-
litical parties8 attest to the practical wisdom of this principle.

The British system asserts that the resources of medicine
shall be placed at the disposal of all the people, rich and poor
alike, in accordance with need and no other criteria. It fur-
ther asserts that properly expended public monies for health
constitute an investment which will give good returns in de-
creased morbidity and mortality, and in the prevention of pain
and suffering. The fact that National Health Service (NHS)
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has become the way of life for the people and is the system
accepted by the medical profession would indicate that gov-
ernment-subsidized national health planning is here to stay.

In 1970 I visited London and found that practitioners,
though sometimes dissatisfied with their income and their
working facilities, continue to serve their patients in the spirit
of Hippocrates. One of the doctors whom I interviewed told
me, "As a conservative I was vehemently opposed to the NHS
but with time, as the plan seemed to be working successfully
for the majority of the people, my attitude has changed and I
am all for it. For the English people it has been a life-saving
thing. Of course there are shortcomings, but we English con-
sider the NHS one of our notable achievements. Politicians i
this country would not dare to campaign against the NHS."
One Conservative politician, a member of Parliament, told
me, "You can cut defense spending, you can raise taxes, but
you can never get along without the NHS. That would be
political suicide."

The inequalities of the delivery of health and medical serv-
ices in Britain have largely been ironed out. No patient now
has trouble or great hardship in securing the services of a doc-
tor for primary medical care. All English, Scotch, and Welsh
citizens are assured of the same quality of medical care as that
given to the wealthiest.

This cannot be said of the United States today. This coun-
try spends more on health per capita and more in total dollars
than any other nation, and the rich can get the best care in
the world, but as we shall see, the poor find it increasingly
difficult to receive medical and hospital care. This includes
more than half of the twenty-two and a half million blacks,
several hundred thousand Indians, several million Mexican
Americans, and the millions of poor whites who are below the
poverty level.

I cannot agree with the laissez-faire policy still advocated by
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many physicians, politicians, and others who have the respon-
sibility of solving the nation's medical crisis. This philosophy
smacks of "each for himself, the devil take the hindmost." It
is pure sophism to try to make a distinction between the social
responsibility of the individual and the State in matters of
health. If we believe that all have the right to reasonable stand-
ards in such necessities as food and education, why should
they not have the same right to health? If the individual is
unable to obtain health care through no fault of his own, local
or state resources must be used; if local or state governments
are unable to meet this responsibility, the federal government
must do so. Fortunately, the pendulum in the United States
is moving away from rugged individualism toward the more
humanitarian principle of collective responsibility.

The purpose of this book is twofold: first, to present the
pattern of discrimination against blacks in American medicine
that has remained substantially the same for three hundred
fifty years; and second, to record my experience as a pedia-
trician in rendering medical care to this deprived portion of
the population in a large midwestern city. My personal ob-
servations are drawn from more than sixty years of medical
practice — the last five of which included work with the Pilot
City Health Center of Minneapolis which serves an area with
the heaviest concentration of blacks in the city. This volume
makes no claim to complete detachment because I have been
mightily affected by the condition of the people I serve. Being
involved as both a human being and a physician I have made
no effort at times to conceal my emotion and anger over the
injustices from which these people suffer. This book does not
propose to deal with the scientific development of clinical
medicine that has been adequately treated elsewhere. It is
devoted, rather, to the problems of social medicine.

Racism, a recurring theme in my book, is substantially re-
sponsible for the poverty and medical indigency of most of
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the black population. Fair-minded students will agree that ex-
treme prejudice signifies emotional problems in the individual
and "sickness" in the society. It is not a genetic disease but
environmental in the sense that many white children from
their earliest years acquire the first symptoms of hate and fear
from their parents. These are reinforced, and by the time they
become adolescents it is often too late to recondition them to
the truth that they are not superior because of their white
skins.

Racism must also be considered as a public health problem.
It may affect some 22,500,000 black Americans directly or
indirectly. It is unique in that it has its most profound effect
not on those afflicted with the disease, but on the mental and
physical health of the minority groups who must suffer the
prejudice of the diseased majority. It results in chronic in-
feriority, mental and physical, and has become perhaps the
most formidable problem in social medicine today. It causes
not only physical organic illness but it produces social, bio-
logic, and psychological disturbances which keep the individual
from living a normal and full life. In the case of poor blacks,
these facts are confirmed by the actuarial tables depicting their
increased morbidity and mortality and their increased vulner-
ability to illnesses of all kinds.

I can offer no better summary of the impact of racism upon
the health of the blacks than to quote from a speech given
by Dr. Chester Pierce before a conference at Portsmouth, New
Hampshire, in 1969, when he said: "Racism is lethal by those
who practice it and they may be guilty of murder, and those
who permit it are guilty at the minimum of being accom-
plices."9 He continued, "Racism does cause health problems
in the ghetto. In a real sense it causes death in the ghetto.
The parent of a child nibbled to death by a rat knows that
racism played a major role in the child's death. The society
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that allows selected segments of itself to have over four times
the general maternal death rate in childbirth must view its
failure to that selected segment. When at birth the black
child's chances, by virtue of his skin color alone, for a long
and comfortable life are statistically different from the white
child's, then racism is causing problems."10

As a physician I have been trained to think of problems in
terms of diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment. Diagnosis con-
sists of identifying a group of symptoms and finding an under-
lying process or cause to explain them. Prognosis is the process
of describing what will happen to the symptoms or findings if
something or nothing is done about them. And treatment is
taking a course of action that will favorably alter the prog-
nosis.

My diagnosis of the plight of blacks in American medicine,
which is described in this book, is that today's medical system
consists of a twentieth-century technology shackled with a
nineteenth-century sociology. My prognosis is summarized by
President Nixon's warning: "There is a medical crisis and if
drastic steps are not taken in the next few years we are headed
for a national disaster. There comes a time when profound and
far-reaching events command a break with tradition, this is
such a time — I say it because new knowledge and hard ex-
periences argue persuasively, both our programs and our insti-
tutions need to be reformed."11

Agonizing though the process of change will be, the medical
profession must come to grips with the business ethic; ob-
viously, the doctor enters his profession to earn a livelihood,
but the measure of his success should be the service he per-
forms rather than the money he amasses. The medical leaders
must accept the responsibility of leading this country toward
aggressive, innovative change. In this book I have tried to
document the reasons for the urgent need of such change. I
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have been given hope where I have been able to discover some
changes already in effect; and I have pleaded my entire case in
the faith that every citizen of the United States will join in
a national effort to ensure the right to health for all the people
in our land.
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THE BLACK HEALTH CRISIS:
POVERTY AND
DISCRIMINATION

The notion persists that the finest medical care available — in fact,
better than what most people can afford — is provided free to poor
people in hospital clinics and even in private doctors' offices by
topnotch physicians who allot a portion of their time to charitable
work. According to a popular saying, you have to be either very
rich or very, very poor to get first rate medical care.

But the poor Icnow better. The most significant and unassail-
able truth, supported by raw and disquieting facts, is that the poor
have a far higher rate of sickness and death in all the diseases that
are preventable and treatable by good medical care. . . .

The truth is that sometimes excellent, sometimes shoddy, but
always piecemeal medical care is delivered fitfully and distributed
badly to the poor, under conditions that make a coordinated, per-
sonal medical approach impossible even for the most conscientious
physicians. Moreover, these conditions are so surrounded with in-
dignities and inconveniences that poor people, even when they are
informed about the value of prompt and sustained medical care,
characteristically come for medical help at the last moment —
often too late.

Irvin Block, The Health of the Poor1

Every measure of health we have shows striking differences
between the white and nonwhite population, and this gap is
becoming a chasm in spite of all the advanced technical re-
sources in our country. Blacks in our country do not live as
long as whites; black mothers die in childbirth more often
than whites and their babies are more likely to be premature,
stillborn, or dead in their first year of life. Blacks visit doctors
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less frequently than whites and when they go to the hospital
they are more likely than whites to need a longer stay, which
reflects the fact that they have been medically neglected.2 In
almost every category of illness, the morbidity and death rates
among blacks are higher than among whites. Blacks suffer pro-
portionately more acute and chronic illnesses. In 1960 the
death rate for blacks from pulmonary tuberculosis was roughly
four times that of the white population, and the number of
active cases among blacks was three times as high. According
to the Public Health Service data, in 1962 the incidence of
reported syphilis among blacks was ten times greater than
among whites and the death rate was about four times as
high.3 Hypertension, diabetes, cirrhosis of the liver, and ma-
lignant neoplasms also affect blacks more than they do whites.
A wry comment on the status of the health of blacks was re-
ported in a newspaper account of a meeting of medical work-
ers on the health needs of blacks:

A black woman from Iowa . . . called to her fellow passengers
not to hurry as they got off the bus that had shuttled them from
meeting rooms of a conference on black health care to a cafeteria
for lunch.

"Take it easy," she said. "Hypertension is killing too many
black people."

Another passenger, darting out the rear door, paused and said,
"And malnutrition is getting the rest."4

Black death rates relating to such communicable diseases
as whooping cough, meningitis, measles, diphtheria, and scar-
let fever are particularly high. This, of course, is because fre-
quently black children have not been immunized. And in
almost every category of causes of deaths for infants, the rate
for blacks is 39.5 per 1,000 live births, almost twice as high as
for whites (20.8). By category of disease, the rates are as fol-
lows:5
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White Black
Infective and parasitic diseases 0.1 0.3
Diseases of respiratory system 2.4 7.1
Diseases of digestive system 0.5 1.6
Postnatal asphyxia and atelectasis 3.5 6.5
Immaturity 3.1 6.9

The difference cannot be attributed to income alone, since
when the death rates of infants from low-income families are
analyzed, race still makes the difference. The infant death rate
for families whose income is less than $3,000 is 27.3 per 1,000
live births for white families, and 42.5 for blacks; when family
income is between $3,000 and $4,900, the rate for whites is
22.1, and 46.8 for blacks.6

According to most authorities mental illness also appears
to be higher among blacks than among whites. In 1950 data
showed that there were proportionately about 33 per cent
more black patients in mental hospitals than whites. In 1967
the incidence was not reduced. Whether or not the statistics
on mental illness are accurate or, as some have charged, are
racially biased, seems to me beside the point. More to the
point is a statement found in a report of the President's com-
mission that studied the effect of mental illness on our society:
"It is no coincidence that in isolated rural areas and crowded
city slums where the incidence of mental illness is abnormally
high, there is also an unusually high rate of malnutrition, ill-
ness, unsanitary conditions, inadequate housing, accidents, lack
of health care and education, and the pervading apathy of
poverty."7

The reality of statistics on physical and mental illness
among the black population of our country forces us to rec-
ognize the tragic outcome of a racist history of medical service.
Martin Luther King stated that "Of all forms of inequality,
injustice in health is the most shocking and most inhuman."8

We must meet the black health crisis, for our society can be-
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come healthy only when all its members have been granted
their inalienable right to health.

Poverty and its resultant deprivation are inseparable bar-
riers to adequate health. Despite the rapid social and economic
progress of the past decade experienced by the majority of
Americans, we still find that far more of the blacks living in
the large cities reside in poverty areas as compared with whites.
In the rural areas of the South, black sharecroppers are housed
in overcrowded, unventilated, and unsanitary shacks. Poorly
fed and medically neglected, they are highly susceptible to
every kind of disease. Dramatic evidence of this neglect was
found in the recent diphtheria and typhoid epidemics in Texas
and Florida — sad examples of how our technology outpaces
our society. In many rural and urban areas of the South it is
common for poverty stricken blacks to die without any kind of
medical care. We who do not see with our own eyes how se-
verely deprived some of our fellow citizens are of even a nomi-
nal amount of medical care, find it difficult to imagine what
conditions do exist. In 1968 Senator Ribicoffs committee
heard testimony on health care in America, which brought to
light facts such as the following:

A few years later I [Dr. Robert Coles] got involved in the kind
of work I am doing now and I saw with my own eyes children
suffering from rickets, and beri-beri, and scurvy, children who were
malnourished, and who were showing it in their physical appear-
ance, and who were fighting diseases that were vital to their very
existence, and children who were born without medical care, and
will live without medical care, and will do without medical care.
They are children in the South and in Appalachia, but I regret to
say there are similar children in many of our urban areas.9

All I [Dr. Joseph Brenner] have to do is to suggest to anyone
here that they think about what it is like . . . to get up in the
morning and have a minor attack of indigestion or a headache.
. . . Now those are minor things, we take Alka-Seltzer for it. We
rest for an hour or two, but they affect us, and affect us pro-
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foundly, as anyone knows who watches television. . . . Now, if
we could only get the American public to imagine in their minds
what it is like to live with excruciating bodily pain due not only
to hunger, but due to the results of hunger, due to pain in the
bones, pain of the skin, infections, suppurating sores or pus oozing
out, all of these things. How do those people feel? What Alka-
Seltzer do they have for their medical care? I think if we could only
have the people of this country, the well-to-do people of this coun-
try see these conditions and know about them, then it seems to me
we would have a different kind of uprising in this country. . . .10

But those hearings were in 1968, and current health statistics
reveal no drastic improvements.

While the whites constitute the majority of the country's
poor, the nonwhites feel the heavy hand of poverty out of
proportion to their number. The black poor are piled up in
urban ghettoes or spread out in rural slums where they live in
overcrowded quarters with the most primitive means of heat-
ing and sanitation. Subsisting on inadequate, if not starvation
diets, they do not have the resistance to ward off sickness and
disease. Since the majority of poor blacks are inadequately
educated, they know little or nothing about preventive medi-
cine, which is one of the reasons too many black parents don't
have their children immunized against contagious diseases.
Often medical services are all but inaccessible. A 1971 report
by the Health Policy Advisory Center states:

Not long ago it was commonly believed that sheer distance
from doctors or hospitals was a problem only in rural areas. But
today's resident of slums like Brooklyn's Bedford Stuyvesant, or
Chicago's south side, is as effectively removed from health services
as his relatives who stayed behind in Mississippi. One region of
Bedford-Stuyvesant contains only one practicing physician for a
population of one hundred thousand. Milwaukee County Hospital,
the sole source of medical care for tens of thousands of poor and
working-class people, is sixteen miles outside the city, and an hour
and a half bus ride for many.11

Even though they may have access to physicians, hospitals,
and neighborhood health centers, blacks still do not make full
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use of the facilities for reasons that will be discussed later in
this chapter. The fact to be stressed here is that the health of
the black population is a vital concern to us all — if not for
humanitarian reasons, then because it should be understood
that it affects the productivity of the nation as a whole. It has
been estimated that the loss to the economy because of hunger
and malnutrition is over 5 billion dollars a year; to end hun-
ger would cost less than $3 billion a year.12

The fee-for-service American system of delivering medical
services has failed to make accessible adequate health and
medical care to the millions of our people who are trapped in
the cycle of poverty and ill health. Data from the National
Center for Health Statistics reveal that families with an annual
income of less than $2,000 have four times as many heart con-
ditions, six times as much mental and nervous disorders, six
times as much arthritis and rheumatic fever, and almost eight
times as many visual defects as those in the higher income
brackets.

Poverty has many faces, all of them ugly. For the bread-
winner it is the inability to obtain and hold a job for the sup-
port of the family. For the family it means being hungry and
living in unsanitary, rat-infested, overcrowded houses. For the
nation it is in social pathology what cancer is in physical pa-
thology to the individual.

Americans seem to be divided on whether poverty is caused
by lack of effort or is due to circumstances beyond the con-
trol of the individual. I believe current research in the social
sciences rather conclusively rebuts an argument that want and
deprivation are a stimulus to initiative and creativeness. In fact
the opposite is true, that deprivation tends to stifle motiva-
tion. Generous aid and assumption of responsibility on behalf
of a needy individual seem to create strength and security and
foster initiative.

Blacks have always been behind the general population in
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receipt of health services because of the practice of racial dis-
crimination.

In 1964, before the enactment of Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act, I wrote a paper entitled "Discrimination against
Negroes in Hospitals" in which I produced documented data
that discrimination was overt and blatant in all Southern hos-
pitals and covert and hypocritical in the North.13 The Civil
Rights Act passed by Congress in 1964 was the most compre-
hensive and socially significant civil rights legislation since the
days of Reconstruction. The Act included eleven titles of basic
legal rights, including the one most pertinent to the theme of
this book, Title VI, which provides in part as follows: "No
person in the United States shall on the ground of race, color,
or national origin be excluded from participation in, be denied
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any pro-
gram or activity receiving Federal financial assistance." In very
precise language Title VI refers to hospitals and all other
health facilities.14 Most of the nearly nine thousand hospitals
in the United States are recipients of federal financial assist-
ance. In addition thousands of health clinics, nursing homes,
and similar health facilities receive federal money. Whether
public or private, all facilities which receive federal funds are
covered by Title VI and can be held accountable for discrimi-
nation in the use of federal money.

What has happened since Title VI has become the law of
the land, a law which is supposed to give equal rights to blacks
for medical care in all hospitals, health centers, nursing homes,
and clinics which are dependent upon federal support? In
order to answer this question objectively, I have studied the
evidence that has accumulated during the past decade.

Before 1964 most Southern states segregated blacks in
health and welfare facilities. In 1963, for example, black pa-
tients were admitted to the St. Dominic Memorial Hospital
in Jackson, Mississippi, in a segregated ward. The obstetrical
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ward, delivery room, and nursery were on the second floor.
After delivery, black mothers were returned to the first floor
and their babies were segregated in a separate part of the
nursery. Black fathers could not see their newborns because
they were not allowed on the second floor. For another in-
stance, in Atlanta, Georgia, blacks had access to 630 hospital
beds out of 2,500 although blacks constituted about 50 per
cent of the population.

The use of federal funds to build segregated hospitals in
the South was bitterly opposed by the National Medical Asso-
ciation (NMA), the Physicians' Forum, and other organizations
who repeatedly urged the federal government to withhold
money from state agencies hiding behind the "separate-but-
equal" clause of the Hill-Burton Act. This Act, passed in 1946,
provided for the building of hospitals with federal funds, but
provided also for separate-but-equal facilities, resulting in the
exclusion of blacks from hospitals for whites. For seventeen
years, the separate-but-equal clause was discreetly overlooked,
and with few exceptions the public and even Congress did not
realize that this item was really separate but unequal. Finally,
after years of separate and unequal treatment of black patients
in the hospitals, Senators Jacob Javits of New York and Hu-
bert Humphrey of Minnesota took up the fight to prove that
the separate-but-equal clause was unconstitutional. After two
years of litigation in the lower courts and a final hearing by
the Supreme Court, the separate-but-equal clause was declared
unconstitutional in 1964. In the same year, the Civil Rights
Act was made a law of the land.

Discrimination in hospitals has been ended in de jure but
not de facto. In 1966 investigators from the Civil Rights Com-
mission found violations of Title VI in some cities.15 In Shreve-
port, Louisiana, the welfare office had removed the signs des-
ignating separate waiting rooms, but the room was divided by
a solid partition with blacks and whites sitting on separate
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sides. The director claimed that the clients preferred the seg-
regated arrangement. An overt situation was found in the
privately owned Salem Baptist Hospital in Athens, Georgia.
Blacks were excluded from their services and the hospital ad-
ministrator told the Commission staff he had no plans to com-
ply with Title VI.

Only 11 of the 39 hospitals visited by the Commission in
11 large southern cities, all 39 of which were receiving financial
aid from the federal government, had achieved any substantial
degree of desegregation in 1965, a year after passage of the
Civil Rights Act. A few had made some changes but had not
eliminated all discriminatory practices. In nearly two thirds of
the hospitals surveyed, there were discernible patterns of non-
compliance. No substantial change had occurred in patient
admissions or room assignments.

The Civil Rights Commission early in 1966 upheld the
criticisms by civil rights groups that the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare (HEW) had failed to take the steps
necessary to achieve compliance with Title VI. In checking
over forty communities in the South, the Commission found
that only a few had proceeded to desegregate their hospital
facilities rapidly and completely.16 At this time the Commis-
sion urged HEW to proceed immediately to cut off the flow of
federal money to hospitals and other health and welfare agen-
cies where negotiations had failed to bring about active com-
pliance. HEW, said the report, should also conduct on-the-spot
investigations to find out whether institutions were in com-
pliance with the law.

The enactment of Title VI was a historic event in national
legislation, important not only as a specific tool to end dis-
crimination but also as a symbol of the national desire to
redeem its mandate and provide equality for all its citizens.
But the rich promise of Title VI has not been realized as of
the 1970's. Based on a five-year progress study of Title VI
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(from 1964 through January 1969), the gist of the investiga-
tions of the Civil Rights Commission was that discrimination
still persists in hospitals and other health facilities — and the
promised benefits of these programs still do not reach all dis-
advantaged Americans: "There has been too much tendency
to compromise, to temporize and to use political tactics, rather
than to be sincerely and forcefully committed to long range
social goals."17

HEW had the pivotal role of responsibility for the de facto
success of Title VI. Why did it fail to carry out its mandate
to the people? Since the enactment of Title VI, there have
been five secretaries of HEW, each with different approaches
to the complex problem. The failure of HEW is in large part a
measure of the failure of the entire federal effort regarding
civil rights. Because of the many personnel changes, there has
been little ultimate enforcement of termination of funds to
resistant hospitals. Too much responsibility was left to state
and local agencies. The result has been that in many states no
compliance review has been taken and very few reports on the
elimination of discriminatory practices have been received by
HEW. Most of the nation's hospitals, including the 3,000 which
only a few years ago practiced open discrimination, have not
been reviewed since 1966.

In the absence of periodic follow-up studies, it would be
premature to state that medical facilities have obtained com-
plete and lasting compliance. Also, facilities in nursing homes
have never been subject to review. All that can be said at pres-
ent is that there is a difference of opinion among the HEW
compliance enforcement officials as to what policy to follow
to ensure de facto compliance in the future. HEW is also tre
mendously understaffed for the enormity of its task in review-
ing medical operations around the country. It has yet to
develop a format for evaluating programs in terms of their
impact on nonwhites and in terms of their availability and
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utilization by minority groups. All in all, the solution is de-
pendent upon a sufficient staff to enable HEW to carry out all
its responsibilities effectively and not to reduce the effort to
develop and maintain a comprehensive compliance review
program.

If hospitals are to meet the needs of all people equally and
adequately, past practices of racial and economic discrimina-
tion must be eliminated. As long as the bulk of our health
resources are primarily financed privately and blacks are gen-
erally without the means to buy them, as long as health serv-
ices which are publicly financed are not adequately supported,
the quality of treatment guaranteed by law will remain a hol-
low promise. Without adequate enforcement of Title VI,
many hospitals will be tempted to return to their former dis-
criminatory practices. There is still a long way to go before
racism is eradicated from American medicine. But defeat has
not been accepted.

There are many different kinds of health discrimination,
some still overt, but today most are subtle and covert. The
circumstances, social and economic, in which most blacks find
themselves are not conducive to seeking and obtaining ade-
quate health care. The result is that blacks are likely to rely
upon self-diagnosis and self-treatment instead of seeking medi-
cal assistance. In desperation they turn to the use of large
quantities of unspecific patent medicines. In many, a chronic
state of poor or borderline health is lifelong, and an irrevers-
ible condition is well advanced before professional services
are brought to bear. Their chronic illnesses may range from
simple dental caries to massive abdominal hernias. Centuries
of neglect have bred in some a resignation to pain and a cyni-
cism about what doctors can do. Dr. Coles has written about
the results of his efforts to persuade a woman who had re-
cently moved from the South to an urban ghetto to visit a
nearby hospital:
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Would not a complete and thorough medical checkup, fol-
lowed by first-rate treatment, do away with those complaints,
make her feel better, give back to her the good health she lacked
for so long? Here is how she might answer those questions . . . :
"I've been hurting all my life, and I don't ever expect to stop
hurting. All day long there's one thing or another to put up with.
When I was a little girl I asked my mother once if she couldn't do
something that would stop my pains, and she didn't ask me where
they were or how bad they were; no sir, she said, there wasn't any-
thing that could be done. . . .

"A doctor, what can a doctor do to change our lives, even if
he would come here, right here to our building, and give us all the
medicines he had? Could we make him fix those stairs and get rid
of the garbage? Could he help us with our children, so they could
find jobs and earn the money they need? I don't blame anyone
and not the doctors, not them. We never heard of them in Ala-
bama, and we've been up here a year, and maybe it's real different
up here, but it's not all that different."18

The careful, meticulous, and solicitous attitude toward health
which is held out by the health professions and which is, by
and large, subscribed to by the middle class often seems empty
and minor to poor people, who feel they have more pressing
problems.

For the most part, delivery of health care services is geared
to the upper- and middle-class culture because these services
take on all the qualities of a commodity for sale and the af-
fluent are the preferred and often the only market. This is
especially true in the preventive areas. Therefore, the priority
given to health as a way of life by the low-income groups is far
below the priority given to health by most middle-class per-
sons. The dual system of health care delivery currently avail-
able in the United States creates a negative attitude among
the poor toward the use of health facilities and medical per-
sonnel. The black health crisis can be met only if the reasons
for the underutilization of existing health services are carefully
studied and understood.

The poor have always suffered the consequences of the
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deficiencies of our medical system in an exaggerated form. In
a two-year study of the sociological and psychological causes
of underutilization of health services in the lower-income
groups, Dr. Anselm Strauss classified the nonclinical factors
responsible as the attitudes of the white health professionals,
the health education of the low income groups, the life style
of the poor — that is, their social attitudes, the effect of dis-
crimination, and the factor of poverty.19

Consciously or unconsciously, in the North as well as in
the South, there are still many health professionals who dis-
play prejudices against lower-income black patients. Health
professionals often complain that low-income patients have
themselves to blame for not obtaining available health services.
They feel that the patients are negligent and delay coming to
the clinics and hospitals; that they ignore their children's symp-
toms until well advanced; that the children return over and
over again with the same illnesses, such as diarrhea and nu-
tritional disturbances, because the parents do not follow the
prescribed treatments.

I have found from personal experience that it is not always
the patient's fault. The fault may lie in the lack of commu-
nication between the family and the doctor. Instructions are
often difficult to carry out because there are so many other
immediate responsibilities. The mother in the family is often
in a position where it is impossible for her to care properly
for her children, especially when one considers that in the
low-income family a father is often absent from the house-
hold. It is also unreasonable to blame the patients for con-
tinued nutritional disturbances when their economic level
often prevents them from eating a balanced diet. White pro-
fessionals should also consider the practical difficulties in con-
sulting medical help. Many parents fail to bring their children
to clinics because they cannot pay for transportation, or be-
cause, if the parent is working, it means taking a day off. The
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clinics are often not in the neighborhood and some lower-
income people are so poor that even bus fare and certainly
taxis are beyond their means. In the wintertime, without cars,
it is almost impossible for parents to take their children to
distant facilities; this delays treatment of such critical diseases
as croup or convulsions or early diagnosis of pneumonia or
meningitis.

Providing effective medical care to poor, and especially
poor black, persons requires more than merely adding more
money, more doctors, and more facilities. Merely adding to
what we already have would not remedy the other complaints
poor people have about their medical care, complaints which
help explain the underutilization of medical care by lower-
income people. For example, attitudes of many health pro-
fessionals need to be changed. Like many other middle-class
whites, white doctors think of blacks in stereotyped terms. They
are irritated by the mannerisms and "foreign language" of
blacks; they often do not hide this irritation. The patients, in
turn, sense what the doctor thinks of them and may not return
to the hospital or to the clinic. There is not much doubt that
this kind of class bias profoundly affects both the quality and
quantity of medical care received by these patients. Young resi-
dents may be well qualified in the clinical diagnosis and treat-
ment of diseases, but they have had no experience in the
nuances of human relations. Senior staff members go from one
patient to another, giving clinics to students, often forgetting
that the patient is a human being rather than merely the em-
bodiment of interesting symptoms or an unusual disease.

In general, health professionals have little — if any — un-
derstanding of the life style of the poor. For a doctor to advise
a patient who is living in poverty to increase his intake of
protein, without helping him to work out how he can do it,
is useless. Similarly, to suggest to a working mother that she
come to the clinic for weekly treatments, when the clinic
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hours coincide with her working hours, is tantamount to not
providing treatment at all.

During the four years I was involved in a Head Start Pro-
gram and with the Pilot City Health Center in Minneapolis,
I learned that if one does not understand the life style of the
ghetto, one cannot hope to get the best results in diagnosis
and treatment of the patients' physical and mental ills. Nor
can one learn about the patient in relation to his total environ-
ment without the assistance of the public health nurse, the
social worker, and the family counsellor. The doctor may never
discover many related facts concerning the patient's state of
mind when he comes for a routine examination. Information
obtained by paraprofessionals in the homes of the clients is
essential for adequate treatment. The more information the
doctor has about the patient's way of life, the more under-
standing he will have of how to approach the patient. Most
important of all, it makes the doctor see the patient as an indi-
vidual and negates the stereotyped view toward low-income
blacks.

Another problem that must be dealt with is the lack of
health education among low income groups. Many patients
are illiterate and superstitious. They prefer patent medicines,
home remedies, or treatment by quacks. They are loathe to
go to white doctors for fear of not being treated with dignity
and courtesy. They cannot recognize early symptoms of dis-
ease because they have never been educated in the detection
of illness. Black patients must be educated to understand the
importance of early diagnosis of contagious diseases in chil-
dren. Chronic diseases, which sometimes do not fully inca-
pacitate or cause pain, warrant special attention in health
education. Black patients must be alerted to the complexity of
detection in such cases. Health education is a major com-
ponent of preventive medicine. The Pilot City Health Center
failed to make inroads in health education through the bro-
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chures and printed literature kept in the clinic. Very few
mothers asked for or read the many pamphlets. It was our
experience that only by person-to-person encounters could we
hope to make a dent in educating our patients. Doctors and
staff, given the time and the desire, can do a great deal in this
direction; communication between doctor and patient is a nec-
essary component of health education for the lower-income
group.

Through the help of supporting staff members, I obtained
a series of complaints from patients at the Pilot City Health
Center which are exemplary of the general attitudes blacks
have formed as victims of racist medical practice: "The doc-
tors at the clinic get changed too often. I don't like to see a
different doctor every time I go to the hospital clinic." — "At
the hospital you have to wait too long. They have so many
doctors who are just beginning to practice." — "Once I sat in
the emergency room with my baby for seven hours before they
even looked at her." — "The clinic doctors seem too busy to
answer questions." — "When you go to an emergency room,
the doctors are only interns and don't have as much experi-
ence as practitioners." — "At the clinic I feel I'm just another
number and not a person." — "The hospitals today — you can
drop dead before you can get help. They figure if you get there
you are not so bad."

Obviously, adding to our present system more of the same
will not remedy these complaints. Even if motivated to seek
health care services, blacks often receive inadequate medical
care which in turn lowers their motivation to use such services
in the future. The black's view of medical care, certainly re-
flected in the personal complaints of patients quoted above,
can be summarized as follows: care is (1) depersonalized and
lacking in continuity, (2) devoid of a health professional with
whom the family can build a trusted relationship, (3) frag-
mented, both with reference to the specific care to be received
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and the member of the family to receive the care, (4) often
inaccessible, and (5) extremely slow in being administered.

Although it is highly important to focus upon financing
and improving the resources and facilities for the delivery of
medical care, in relation to the blacks, the Achilles' heel lies
in the periphery of medicine: it is the lack of human relations
between the providers and the consumers. It has been made
more vulnerable by the traditional attitude that the health
commodity is owned by the providers, the politicians, and the
establishment. The conflict between the providers and the
consumers is changing. The establishment has won most of
the battles during the last forty years, but now the people at
large have taken up the challenge to revolutionize their way
of life.

All health agencies in any way responsible for the health
of the nation — local, state, or national — must realize that the
solution of health problems of the black is urgent and that
an extensive national attack must be mounted today, not to-
morrow. Technology and money alone will never cure this
chronic social disease. The long-range program must include
better education in health care, improved minimal levels of
family income, improved housing, and the universal applica-
tion of biomedical advances to benefit all black and poor
Americans.
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In 1953 rats mutilated and killed an infant in an area next to
the district in which I was working. In my own district they
chewed the hand of a small black newborn infant named William
Henry. William's mother and four siblings lived in a dug-out base-
ment under a dilapidated row house. Mrs. Henry had been awak-
ened in the middle of the night by the cries of her baby and found
two huge grey rats on top of him. When she snatched him up his
hand was a bleeding mass of mangled flesh. She took her baby to
Cook County Hospital for emergency care.

Cook County, however, was more than an hour away by bus
and in order to get there she borrowed money from her neighbors
to take a taxi. Because she was afraid to leave her other four chil-
dren alone at home she took all of them with her and they spent
the night in the emergency room, waiting for the baby to be
treated and admitted.

Bonnie and Vein L. Bullough, Poverty, Ethnic
Identity, and Health Care1

It would be comforting if we could view the account quoted
above as an historical anecdote, but the story of William
Henry is still being repeated today in Chicago, New York,
Boston, and poverty areas in other large cities. In the midst of
the prosperity enjoyed by a majority of American citizens,
over 25 million Americans belong to families with total annual
incomes that fall below the poverty level. Of these, 10 million
are children below the age of eighteen. An analysis of these
figures by race shows that close to 40 per cent (39.6 per cent)
of the black children in America and about 10 per cent (10.5
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per cent) of the white children are growing up in dire pov-
erty.2 Crumbling tenements, inadequate sanitary facilities, mal-
nutrition, and disease mark the presence of poverty. Public
action has been inadequate to meet the total needs of families
submerged in the economic struggle for a better standard of
living. The children who through no fault of their own are
compelled to grow up under these circumstances suffer from
the "deprivation syndrome," a complex disorder which is often
the consequence of severe social pathology. It interferes with
a child's normal growth and development in the physical,
mental, and emotional spheres. It may result in intellectual
retardation, personality disorders, social maladjustments, and
even brain damage. Although poverty claims victims among all
racial groups, it has undoubtedly wrought its greatest damage
upon the impoverished black child.

There is overwhelming evidence for a direct correlation
between poverty and high rates of morbidity and mortality
among youth as well as among other age groups. The maternal
mortality rate is one of the most meaningful clues to the
health status of a nation; the second most sensitive yardstick
of national health according to the public health authorities
is the infant mortality rate. In a sense, the latter is an index of
what our society is doing for our children through the skills
of our practicing physicians. Since accurate vital statistics are
compiled for whites and nonwhites and since 90 per cent of
all nonwhites are blacks, I have used the terms blacks and non-
whites interchangeably. Child or adult, male or female, a black
in the United States is less healthy than a white. The first in-
alienable right, life itself, is cut short for every black child
born; in 1970 a white male could expect to survive about 68
years, a black about 8 years less, and a white female about 75
years, a black 6 years less.3

A closer look at the maternal and infant mortality statistics
of the United States gives a clear indication of the tragic dou-
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ble standard of health care in this country. While the finan-
cially secure white mother can be assured of proper prenatal
and postnatal care, the poor black mother faces a much greater
risk of death for herself and her child with every pregnancy.
Trapped by poverty and prejudice, the right to proper medical
care is often denied to her. When I first hung up my shingle
over sixty years ago, the United States was losing about 100
mothers for every 10,000 live births. Today the rate has de-
creased to under 2 for whites but it remains about 6 for
blacks.4 This can partly be explained by the fact that less than
1 per cent of all white deliveries take place outside of hos-
pitals, whereas over 5 per cent of nonwhite newborns are de-
livered by midwives.5 Pregnancy today holds far less risk of
death for all mothers than it did in 1917, yet the risk is still
three times greater among nonwhites than among whites be-
cause of malnutrition, lack of prenatal care, and prematurity.

Authorities are agreed that the chief reason for the high
infant mortality rate in the United States is the high inci-
dence of immaturity and prematurity which, with the accom-
panying low birth weight, predisposes the newborn to the
respiratory distress syndrome within twenty-four hours after
birth. The mothers who have the greatest risk in regard to low
birth weight are the teenagers, the unmarried, and those with
the poorest prenatal care. In all these regards black women
rank the highest. Rates for prematurity average 5.3 per cent
for blacks of the highest socioeconomic status as compared
with 23.3 per cent for the lowest. The percentage is highest
among those with no prenatal care and lowest for those with
private care. Moreover, among premature infants who survive,
6 per cent of the nonwhites have congenital defects in con-
trast with 2 per cent of the whites.6 These facts reflect bad
medicine, bad economics, and of course a low level of prenatal
care. Speaking at a White House Conference on Health in
1965, Dr. Alonzo Yerby described clinics serving the poor as
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"'crowded, uncomfortable, lacking in concern for human dig-
nity, and worse yet, no longer free."7 Such conditions un-
doubtedly have discouraged and frightened the black clientele.
Conditions have improved somewhat since Dr. Yerby made
this statement, but not nearly enough. Prenatal care is decreas-
ing rather than increasing among blacks, partly because of the
skyrocketing medical costs and the small number of doctors
available. In inner cities the rate of prematurity has steadily
risen to the level in 1967 of 7.1 per cent for whites and 13.6 per
cent for blacks (which represents an increase over the 1961 fig-
ures) in the proportion of infants weighing less than 2,500
grams (about 5.5 pounds);8 if the present low weight trends
continue, we can expect about a 10 per cent increase in prema-
ture births in the 1970's over the number in 1967.

I have noticed that although the infant mortality is from
two to three times greater than that of the whites in similar
socioeconomic levels, the black children under one year of age
whom I have attended at the Pilot City clinic in Minneapolis
are much heavier, taller, and more muscular than their white
counterparts. I have tried to find the reasons for my observa-
tion but can find no studies to explain why this is so. At all
ages however, there is documented proof that a definite trend
exists in the racial comparisons of height and weight; black
children tend to be taller than whites and the white children
tend to be heavier. Regardless of their age, black girls are
equal to or taller than white girls, but at every age white boys
are heavier than black boys.9

If we use Mississippi as an extreme example of what con-
ditions exist in the South, it is a fact that not only poverty but
discrimination as well are responsible for the double standard
of medical care. If the same care were available to blacks in
Mississippi and other Southern states as in, for example, Min-
nesota, death rates among black children could be sharply
reduced. For example, in Mississippi in 1967, the fetal death
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rate per 1,000 live births was 17.4 for whites and 34.6 for
blacks. Of the total number of live births among the whites,
0.2 per cent were attended by midwives, but 32.2 per cent of
the black live births were.10 In the same year, the fetal mor-
tality rate in Minnesota was 11.3 per 1,000 live births for
whites, and 17.2 for nonwhites. No white births and only 0.7
per cent of black births were attended by midwives.11

The infant mortality rate for the United States has de-
creased considerably since 1940. In the five-year intervals be-
tween 1940 and 1965 the infant death rates per 1,000 live
births were:12

Whites Nonwhites
1940 43.2 73.8
1945 35.6 57.0
1950 26.8 44.5
1955 23.6 42.8
1960 22.9 43.2
1965 21.5 40.3

The sizable discrepancy between these figures continues: in
1968 the mortality rate for white infants was 19.2 and for non-
whites 34.5; the figures projected for 1971 are 16.8 and 30.2.13

Marked differences also prevail in different parts of the
same city. Recent figures for Chicago show that the infant
mortality rate for nonwhites is 43.0 compared with 22.2 for
whites. (For nonwhites living in poverty areas the rate is
higher still-45.5. )14

The National Center for Health Statistics has published a
study revealing a "strong association" between infant mortality
and family income; the educational level of the father and
mother paralleling "substantial differences in the same direc-
tion as those for income distribution." The risk of infant death
was found to be between 50 and 100 per cent higher in the
lowest socioeconomic class than in the middle and upper classes.
Exactly half of the black births but only one sixth of the white
births were in the lowest income category. Mortality rates were
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higher when both parents had an eighth-grade education or
less; mortality rates in this category were 37.5 per 1,000 for
white infants, almost double the rate for all white infants
(20.8 per 1,000). This study was based on the National Na-
tality and National Infant Mortality Surveys of 1964-1966.15

At the present time there is a pressing need for funds to
speed up the attack against the high infant mortality rate
among low-income groups. Maternal and Child Health pro-
grams, which provide prenatal and postnatal care, have brought
about a significant decrease in infant mortality rates in the
United States. Most of the reductions occurred in the inner
cities (comprised largely of blacks and ethnic groups) which
have maternal and infant care projects. If the budget requests
are granted, in 1973, 152,000 mothers and 53,000 infants will
be admitted to maternal and infant care projects compared
with 144,000 mothers and 49,000 infants admitted in 1972.
Since the programs were launched in 1964, 59 of which pro-
vide comprehensive care, the number of children hospitalized
has been reduced by 50 per cent. This would seem to dem-
onstrate that child health services which emphasize preventive
care are effective among the poor as well as the affluent,
among nonwhites as well as whites.16

Despite the improvement in both white and nonwhite in-
fant mortality rates in the past three decades, as the richest
nation in the world, we have no reason for pride or compla-
cency. In 1950 the United States ranked sixth among countries
in its infant mortality rate; in 1970 it ranked twelfth, with
18.9. As of 1972 infant mortality is higher in the United States
than in many other countries. The U.S. rate is almost double
that of Sweden and the Netherlands, where high quality State-
supported medical services are easily accessible to all the peo-
ple.17 Why does the United States lag behind the Scandinavian
countries, the Netherlands, Switzerland, England and Wales,
Australia, and New Zealand in infant mortality rates? The best
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authorities do not believe that the difference can be accounted
for by differences in definition or methods of data collection.
The major problem with respect to infant mortality in the
United States lies clearly in the high death rates among non-
white infants.18 In 1964, Senator Hubert Humphrey wrote: "If
the infant mortality in the United States today was as low as
currently reported in Sweden (14.2) and the Netherlands
(14.8), there would be an annual increment of 40,000 chil-
dren in our population."19

Since poverty plays a major role in causing these higher
rates, any one of numerous plans could be expected to reduce
infant mortality in this country. For example, a nutritional
program for poor expectant mothers and for infants could save
lives. Creative programs to train paramedical personnel to edu-
cate expectant mothers to the importance of prenatal and pre-
ventive care would yield large benefits. Of course, the most
effective action to reduce the infant mortality rate would be
to provide free medical care for all poor expectant mothers
and for children up to one year of age.

Since the inception of the Head Start program in 1964
(discussed in more detail later), medical screening and refer-
rals have shown that black children have many more undiag-
nosed and untreated defects than the whites. They have, for
the most part, lacked immunization against contagious dis-
eases. Furthermore, inadequate nutrition renders these chil-
dren more susceptible to disease and less able to recover once
they have become ill. Vigorous governmental programs of im-
munization can be carried out, although they are beset by
logistical difficulties. Provided that the children can come to
the clinic or that the clinic can somehow be brought to them,
they can be innoculated against a number of diseases at once
and hence be protected for years to come.

The problem of malnutrition is more complex. The need
for many specific nutrients has long been known, yet there are
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children whose diet lacks all or most of the essential nutrients.
According to a study published in 1970,44 per cent of children
in Sacramento County, California, whose families were receiv-
ing AFDC payments had gone without food for one or more
days during the year because the family had run out of money.
A study conducted in Washington, D.C., showed that of the
460 children from low-income families that were included in
the study, 65 per cent of the infants between 12 and 17
months old suffered from anemia.20 Studies run in other large
cities yielded similar findings. One reason for this is simply
lack of money; another reason is widespread ignorance about
good nutrition. Advertising is a related problem — the snacks,
sweets, and soda pop popularized for adults and children alike
have no food value, but they consume food dollars and food
stamps. Children are a prime target for such advertising,
whether it appears on television or in the form of bright pack-
ages in stores. The cure for this kind of malnutrition problem
is in the education of mothers and children alike as to the
nutritional content of foods available to them.

But poverty is the biggest cause of malnutrition. Severe
malnutrition during pregnancy has been proved to cause pre-
mature birth, increased infant mortality, permanent brain dam-
age, stunted growth, decreased learning ability, and increased
susceptibility to disease. Children of poverty pass through the
growth period, when their need for all essential nutrients is
the greatest, without even adequate calories. Dr. Robert Coles
has written and spoken eloquently about children of poverty:

I saw widespread malnutrition in Mississippi. I saw it when I
was examining children involved in the Head Start program. One
does not see the final stages of malnutrition, the starvation that
one sees in countries of Asia or Africa; on the other hand one sees
a wide spectrum of diseases that are distinctly due to a poor and
inadequate diet. Evidence of neurological disease and repeated in-
fections that plague all parts of the body. Children with distended
abdomens and a whole range of diseases that would probably shock
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the American public if they knew that they existed among Ameri-
can children, rare vitamin deficiencies resulting in insidious dis-
eases like weight loss, muscle weakness, eye infections, loss of
vision, infections of the mouth and throat, rickets, and skin dis-
eases of all kinds. Marked chronic fatigue and bleeding of the
mucous membranes caused by lack of protein intake. Also the
whole range of psychological disorders like lethargy, despair and
exhaustion.21

Unfortunately, what Dr. Coles described were not isolated
cases. Senator George McGovern, chairman of the Senate
Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs, has provided
statistics that show that severe malnutrition resulting from
poverty poses a serious health hazard for large numbers of
Americans: "More than 14 million Americans have total in-
comes, including welfare, which virtually guarantee that they
will be malnourished; 23.6 million more have incomes that
put them in serious danger of being malnourished — more than
40 per cent of these Americans are dependent children."22

If we could ensure that infants, children, and pregnant
mothers were adequately nourished, our country's infant mor-
tality and prematurity rates would decrease. With this children
would improve in growth and development, certainly of body
and probably of intellect.

Caught within the cycle of poverty, malnutrition, and physi-
cal illness, the disadvantaged children of our country often
experience the additional suffering of mental illness. The ex-
tent of psychiatric illness is impossible to estimate accurately,
but it is likely to be more common among disadvantaged and
minority groups simply because continuous discrimination and
poverty may themselves be capable of provoking such a con-
dition.

There has been much controversy in the last decade about
the learning capacity of poor black children. Culturally de-
prived blacks have been classified as retarded because of low
scores on standard IQ tests or poor records in school. The coun-
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ter argument is that standard IQ tests are worded in a language
that may be foreign to children from the ghetto and that the
tests measure knowledge obtainable only from experience in a
middle-class culture. In my work in the Pilot City Health
Center in Minneapolis, where a number of clients had recently
migrated from rural areas in the South, I often found it diffi-
cult to understand the language of my patients and their par-
ents. Frequently I had to rely on my nurse to "interpret" for
me. I can easily imagine the frustration of these children sent
to schools where standard English is the lingua franca.

If a school experience is itself negative, the frustration alone
could contribute to the emotional illness of a child. But almost
no black families have the resources to obtain private psy-
chiatric care, and public clinics and institutions are few and
crowded. Thus, even an adult diagnosed as ill may not receive
psychiatric care; certainly, there is little attention paid to early
symptoms in children. Facilities are so limited that vast num-
bers of children requiring psychiatric help are never diagnosed
or treated.23

In a country as rich as ours there are too many undernour-
ished children, whether from lack of food or the wrong kinds
of food. There are too many crippled, be it from birth injury,
accidents, or neglect. There are too many hard of hearing, too
many partially blind who could be helped through hearing and
sight conservation. Not enough schools have any child guid-
ance programs for the thousands of maladjusted, insecure
children. This situation is tragic in the rural areas and it is
compounded among the urban poor and minority groups, espe-
cially the blacks. As long as we do not give greater priority to
the application of contemporary technical knowledge, we must
admit that our present health programs for children are nei-
ther efficient nor effective.

In the midst of this tragic situation some hope exists; what
Medicare is doing for the aged, the Head Start program is at-
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tempting to do for the two million disadvantaged children of
preschool age. The purpose of Head Start is to offer equal
opportunity for every American child between three and five
to get the educational, psychological, nutritional, social, and
medical services which would allow him to develop his own
best potential. The program tries to furnish comprehensive
mental as well as physical health services to aid the children in
mastering their environment. Head Start's rationale is that the
children of the poor, especially the nonwhite, often begin
school with a handicap stemming from their poverty which
will retard their total development. This handicap may be psy-
chological or sociocultural or physical. Head Start seeks to aid
the whole child, preparing him not only for school but for
his total life through health, development, and social services;
it seeks to educate the family as well as the child.

The Head Start program was developed to use existing
knowledge to help preschool children living in poverty, to help
break the vicious cycle of deprivation of poverty's most help-
less and potentially most salvageable victims — the young chil-
dren. The project has not only been providing directly for the
needs of children, but it includes the children's parents in
every stage of planning and implementation. The parents in
this way are supposed to acquire a new sense of dignity and
worth and to modify their skills and attitudes in encouraging
the development of their children. Head Start also has at-
tempted to stimulate the local community as a whole by in-
volving a wide range of individuals in organizations which
plan and carry out the program. This confronts the members
of the community actively with the problems of the poor and
forces them to seek solutions to these problems.

Although the health aspect is only one of four services of-
fered by Head Start, it has been given high priority in many
units. The health goals of Project Head Start are twofold: To
improve the child's present state by finding and remedying
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existing defects and to ensure the child's future health by pro-
viding preventive services and by improving the health of the
child's family and his community.24 The health component of
the national program was first directed by a pediatrician, Dr.
A. Frederick North. During the planning stage, the exchanges
between the local programs and local physicians were often
haphazard and lukewarm. Still, it should be noted that ten
years before it would have been impossible for HEW or any
other governmental agency to carry out such a project because
of the opposition of the American Medical Association and
the complacency of Congress. But strange as it may seem,
when Head Start began, a government-sponsored and subsi-
dized effort to promote the health of the young, it had the
blessings of the AMA and most of the state and local medical
societies. Although many felt there was some conflict between
private practice and the government's activity, the prevailing
opinion seemed to be that the program was necessary. Thus,
Head Start yielded a side benefit by helping to improve the
relations between the medical profession and families living in
poverty.

The American Academy of Pediatrics has been in the
forefront of supporters of Head Start. In October 1967, in
order to have a close active tie with this worthwhile project,
the Academy entered into a contract with the Office of Eco-
nomic Opportunity (OEO). Under this contract the Academy
agreed to "organize and direct the medical consultation pro-
gram in nearly 2,000 communities throughout the United
States."25 It recruited, selected, and assigned consultants to
review individual Head Start programs and evaluate their re-
ports for OEO. Some 1,000 physicians, mostly pediatricians,
were recruited and about 600 assigned. By 1968 Academy con-
sultants were seeking to bridge the gap between local Head
Start agencies and local medical societies.

In 1968, 800,000 of the more than 2 million eligible chil-
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dren were enrolled in Head Start. Dr. Hugh Thompson, in his
1968 presidential address to the Academy, asked support for
sufficient funds so that every child eligible because of poverty
might be included in Head Start. In response the heads of
94 pediatric departments of medical schools sent a representa-
tive, Dr. Ralph Wedgewood, to Washington to testify in
behalf of the survival of Head Start. When the Senate offered
an amendment approving the shift of the Head Start program
from the OEO to Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) to
give it the institutional protection of a more established de-
partment, the American Academy of Pediatrics was con-
cerned that many of the programs begun under Head Start
would be discontinued and that programs geared strictly to
education would nullify the project. As spokesman for the
Academy, Dr. Wedgewood said, "The program should include
parental involvement, health programs, participation by com-
munity groups and guarantees in the area of funding. . . .
The amendment does not satisfactorily assure that nutrition,
health and other programs, designed to meet the additional
needs of children will be given supportive or consultative
help."26 Although Congress did not increase the appropriation
for Head Start as much as the Secretary of HEW, Wilbur Co-
hen, requested in 1968, it did allot an increase.

At the end of 1969 about 2 million children in the nation
had had some contact with Head Start programs for at least
two- to eight-week summer sessions each year. Some of the
medical findings for these first 2 million children were:

180,000 failed a vision test
60,000 needed eyeglasses
60,000 had bad skin disease
180,000 had anemia
40,000 had mental retardation or a learning

problem requiring evaluation
by a specialist

20,000 had a bone or joint problem
1,300,000 had dental disease
1,200,000 had not been vaccinated against measles
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More than two thirds of these children received the medical
and dental services they required through Head Start.27 If an
effort of this magnitude can be maintained or, even better,
expanded, there is no question that at least the most severe
medical ailments of children in poverty areas could be diag-
nosed and treated effectively.

Project Head Start is the most comprehensive program to
date to meet the medical and other needs of disadvantaged
preschool children. It demonstrates what can be done by or-
ganized effort on a large scale if adequate financial and admin-
istrative support is provided. But other smaller programs are
also doing much to alleviate the medical problems of children
in specific areas while at the same time exploring other means
of bringing medical service to the ghetto. For example, one
of the other provisions of the Economic Opportunity Act led
to the establishment of some sixty neighborhood health cen-
ters in the largest urban slums not directly affiliated with Head
Start.

One of the first neighborhood health centers sponsored
separately by the OEO was undertaken in 1966 by the Tuft
University School of Medicine under the direction of Drs. H.
Jack Geiger and Count Gibson. The Tufts project is limited
to low-income families living in a district where previously
there had been no doctors or dentists. The health center is
staffed by the medical faculty and by workers recruited from
the community. It provides comprehensive, preventive, and
curative care twenty-four hours a day (especially for infants
and children), prenatal maternal care, and care for the elderly.
"Basic to the program," says Dr. Geiger, "is the premise that
health services should be comprehensive and coordinated, not
fragmented, and that these services be made available to the
community where the people are, rather than wait for people
to come to often inaccessible hospitals. . . . "28

Another of the neighborhood health centers is a com-
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munity-sponsored program to care for all medically indigent
children in a geographic area within the purview of the
Brooklyn Jewish Hospital. A special feature of this plan is to
reach out into the community and literally draw in children
who are in need not only of medical care but also of psychia-
tric diagnosis and treatment. Dr. Charles Pryles, the director,
states, "We have got to see if people can be made first to
want and then to demand medical service — if this experiment
is successful a much larger number of medically indigent chil-
dren who need but whose parents have not sought medical
care will be rescued from much crippling disease."29

Another seriously impoverished area for which the OEO has
provided family comprehensive service for about four years is
the Watts suburb of Los Angeles. Watts is virtually all black,
with an influx of about a thousand persons per month. Half
the population is under twenty years of age. The health serv-
ices given are part of a full program of education, medical, and
psychiatric care and all necessary social services. In a survey of
the children who live in Watts, it was found that 51.3 per cent
of 1,135 children had one or more referrable conditions. At
the time of screening 73 per cent were not under any doctor's
care. Before the OEO plan was put into effect, attempts to se
cure treatment for many of these children were met with little
success.30

I was associated with a branch of the Head Start program
in Minneapolis as a pediatrician. The Head Start program
there was first developed in 1966 under the auspices of the
Board of Education and the Minneapolis Health Department
under Title XIX of the Social Security Act. The Minneapolis
Health Department provided screening and preventive services
and corrective therapy to children enrolled in the Head Start
program. Most of the centers were held in churches of all de-
nominations and they were completely desegregated. Of the
997 preschool children enrolled, 813 received some form of
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health screening. One or more health problems were found in
63.7 per cent; dental problems were the most frequent, fol-
lowed by defects of ears, eyes, nutrition, and heart. Of 804
children, preventable physical defects were found in 202 (24.8
per cent). Visual defects were found in 45 (5.6 per cent) and
hearing defects in 76 (9.5 per cent) of 797 children. No posi-
tive tuberculin tests were found. Before the Head Start clinics,
polio immunizations had been given to 15 per cent, smallpox
vaccinations to 69 per cent, and measles vaccine to 79 per
cent. After Head Start, immunizations increased to 86 per cent
for diphtheria, 63 per cent for polio, 76 per cent for smallpox,
and 79 per cent for measles. As of January 1, 1968, out of 813
children having a total of 770 abnormal conditions, follow-up
care had been completed or was still being given for 550 de-
viations. Follow-up was incomplete for 15 medical and 107
dental cases because the children had moved away or their
parents refused the services offered. In no instance was incom-
plete follow-up due to lack of resources or finances.31

A de facto test of democracy can be found in the sacri-
fices society is willing to make for its most precious resources
— its children. If the millions of American children who are
suffering from the "deprivation syndrome" are to have their
inalienable right to total health, what is urgently needed now
is not more conferences or more basic research but a frontal
attack on poverty and its associated evils. Privileged American
children have access to the best medical care in the world, but
the poor American children get only crumbs of what there is
to offer. The Head Start program still has a long way to go,
but it has already brought diagnostic, curative, and preventive
health services to more than 2 million children who had been
neglected by their local communities. One of the most encour-
aging developments of the program is that not only have many
teachers, ministers, social workers, physicians, and other pro-
fessionals volunteered their services, but mothers and fathers
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of the children have for the first time become active volun-
teers. This humane social plan has revealed a reservoir of tal-
ented people in the local community ready and willing to
contribute their efforts without pay.

Poverty, however defined, is the major barrier to the best
medical care for millions of our people, black or white. But
poverty is not a simple matter of having little or no money.
It means also low educational standards, poor housing, and
poor nutrition. The poor, and especially the black and other
nonwhite minorities, have been trapped in a relentless cycle
of poverty for many years. In this wealthy country, tens of
thousands of black children get only fragmented medical care.
The Head Start medical programs have at least cracked this
poverty cycle by finding and attempting to correct physical,
dental, and emotional disorders, and by ensuring the child's
future health through adequate immunization. We have the
know-how to save and conserve all our children. What we lack
are public concern, a Congress that will respond to the call of
social justice, and a new leadership of the medical profession
that will cooperate. Why do the obvious and necessary changes
in health services take so long in being effected? Why does an
effective program such as Head Start constantly have to face
the jeopardy of inadequate funding? In an age which prides
itself on having mastered the technology of medicine, why
does our sociology lag so far behind? We know what should
be done and how to do it. If not now, when?
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IN MEDICINE

With public funds, the "system" has built a medical school in the
state of West Virginia, whose population is 10 per cent Negro,
which has graduated 2,400 students, including 35 Puerto Ricans,
but only 2 Negroes. The "system" has produced Southern medical
societies that still bar Negroes from membership. The "system"
has permitted perhaps one but never more than two American
Negroes to graduate from Harvard Medical School in any given
year and has allowed virtually none to train for specialization in
any of its J8 affiliated teaching hospitals. None has remained to
practice in Boston, where the ghetto population has now reached
85,000.

"Medicine in the Ghetto,"
New England Journal of Medicine1

In the United States today, only 2.2 per cent of the doctors are
black, whereas over 11 per cent of the population is black.2

This state of affairs would seem to demonstrate clear discrimi-
nation against black professionals in medicine and, obviously,
to call for an immediate and drastic increase in the number
of black medical students, subsequently to be black physicians.
That this needs to be done is finally becoming widely recog-
nized. However effective this remedy might be, the fact is that
increasing the number of black medical students is not a sim-
ple matter — largely because of discrimination of many kinds,
at many levels, over many years.

Thirty years ago discrimination against the black medical
student was both de jure and de facto. For example, in a mid-
western medical school, two black students were admitted to
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study medicine. One, the son of a chauffeur, worked his way
through high school as a busboy and waiter on a railroad din-
ing car. The other student graduated from high school with
very high marks. During their senior year of medical school
both were assigned obstetric externships at the university hos-
pital. When the two reported to the administrator, without
taking his telephone from his ear, without asking what they
wanted, he exclaimed, "Get the hell out of here, I never want
to see you in my hospital."

They were referred by the chief of the department of ob-
stetrics to the dean, who laughed off their story and told them
not to worry — they could skip the externship and he would
give them an A. They replied that that was not satisfactory,
that they could not qualify to practice obstetrics with only a
report card. The head of obstetrics, taking up their battle, told
the administrator of the hospital that these two were fine stu-
dents, their fathers were taxpayers, and if he refused them ad-
mission to the hospital, there would be trouble. They got their
externships.

They encountered the same difficulties with the psychiatric
externship, finally settling for a small hospital in a rural area
because at that time only five hospitals in the state admitted
black interns. In the end, they graduated from Meharry Medi-
cal School, one of two predominantly black medical schools in
the country. Twenty-five years later, one of the students had
become the head of orthopedics in a southern medical college
and was awarded a Rockefeller fellowship in orthopedics; the
other had become a highly respected and successful practi-
tioner in a large southern city.

The experiences of these two black medical students have
been repeated many times over. The first black American to
obtain a medical degree was Dr. James McCune Smith, who
got his M.D. in 1837 from the University of Glasgow. The first
to be graduated from an American medical school was Dr.
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David J. Peck, who got his M.D. in 1847 from Rush Medical
College in Chicago. Gradually, other medical schools began
to accept an occasional black student, but the majority of black
physicians practicing over the last century have graduated from
two schools, Howard University College of Medicine (founded
1868) and Meharry Medical College (founded 1876).3 "As
of June 1963 Howard had graduated 3,427 physicians in its
ninety-five years and Meharry 4,261 physicians in its eighty-
seven years."4 And in the 1968-1969 academic year, over three
fifths (61.77 per cent) of all black medical students in the
United States were enrolled at these two schools.5

Segregation in medical schools has officially subsided over
the past thirty years. In 1938-1939, 22 of 77 medical schools
in the United States had black students; in 1955-1956, 50 of
82 schools did; and in 1961-1962, 57 of 85 schools did. In
1948 there were 26 schools in southern and border states that
would not admit black students6 — indeed, the only southern
medical schools then open to blacks were Meharry and How-
ard. Of 1,258 graduates from southern medical schools in 1948,
only 56 were blacks, all graduates of Meharry. This represented
about 4.5 per cent of all southern medical graduates, although
25 per cent of the population in that area was black. The result
was that "in the 1940's new medical graduates did not replace
losses through death. There were fewer Negro physicians in
1948 (3,753) thaninl942 (3,81O)."7 After pressure from black
lay agencies as well as from black medical leaders, reinforced
by the Gaines and Sipuel decisions of the Supreme Court, Ar-
kansas, St. Louis, and Texas medical schools first began to ad-
mit black students.8 Among the 26 schools that excluded black
students in 1948, 17 had admitted such students by 1964, and
another 4 had stated that they would accept a black applicant
"who was able to meet entrance requirements."9 By 1971 de
jure segregation had ended in medical schools.

This moderately optimistic picture is altered when one
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examines the actual number of black students enrolled at the
many schools officially open to them. In 1968-1969, 31 schools
open to blacks had no black students; in 1970-1971, 21 of
these still had no black students. The total number of blacks
enrolled in medical school increased from 350 in 1939 to 588
in 1948 to 761 in 1956 to 858 in 1969 (see accompanying

Predominantly Predominantly
Negro School White School Total

1938-1939 305 45 350
1948-1949 495 117 612
1950-1951 518 143 661
1952-1953 524 191 715
1955-1956 525 236 761
1961-1962 595 176 771
1963-1964 542 173 715
1968-1969 530 328 858

tabulation).10 However, in 1968-1969, the best year of the
period, black students made up only 2.39 per cent of the total
number enrolled in medical schools — and when Meharry and
Howard are excluded from the total, only 0.93 per cent of the
remaining medical students were black.11 If the black popula-
tion, over 11 per cent of the total in the United States, were
to have been represented by 11 per cent of the students in
medical school, there should have been 3,938 black students in
1969 rather than 858. The situation in 1971-1972 shows im-
provement: 4.8 per cent of medical students are black, but
there still are proportionately few black medical students.12

The reasons for this, and the steps being taken to eliminate it,
are outlined below.

In order to qualify for admittance to any medical school
in the country, a student must receive a satisfactory score on
the Medical College Admissions Test (MCAT). Of 45,000 stu-
dents taking the MCAT, between 650 and 700 are black; all of
these students are of course competing for the limited number
of places in the 98 medical schools.13 Furthermore, black stu-
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dents, on the average, score lower on the MCAT than do white
students. Reitzes found that the average black applicant ac-
cepted by medical schools had MCAT scores equivalent to those
received by the average rejected white student. Some have sug-
gested that this fact may be attributable to the nature of the
MCAT itself. Bowers et al. have noted that "the greatest differ-
ence between Negro applicants and all applicants in perform-
ance on the MCAT is in the scores on Quantitative Ability.
Possibly too much emphasis has been placed on the MCAT in
evaluating Negro applicants."14 And Crowley and Nicholson
have pointed out that "most medical educators agree that one
of the obstacles to the recruitment of Negro medical students
is the inequity of using white, middle-class-oriented tests to
evaluate black students. For example, the MCAT not only spe-
cifically measures verbal ability, but depends upon the indi-
vidual's verbal skills in assessing his ability in other areas. Since
verbal ability is influenced not only by home environment but
by the quality of earlier education, those persons who come
from underprivileged and opportunity-poor backgrounds are
disadvantaged at the start."15 And Dr. Philip Lee, former as-
sistant secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, has writ-
ten that "the MCAT was an unreliable guide to performance in
medical school or subsequent career performance. . . . the
achievement of equality of opportunity will also require a
change in the attitudes and practices of medical school admis-
sions committees."16 The MCAT test thus serves as a perpe-
trator of de facto segregation in schools where the admissions
committee chooses to follow it to the letter.

However, many other admissions committees do give great
weight to candidates' other qualifications — background, en-
vironment, interruptions of outside jobs, personality, the total
qualities of the individual, and the student's drive and sense
of commitment.17 I remember one administrator remarking
that if the school usually required a B average and they got a
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B-minus applicant who had terrific motivation, they would
rather have him than a fellow with much higher grades who
lacked motivation. The real solution to this complex problem
rests not only on the college level but below the medical
school plane, at the elementary and high school levels. College
records, the advice of premedical adviser, and personal inter-
views are also highly important. It is true that most medical
students in this country do eventually graduate and receive
their M.D. degrees, but the validity of the MCAT test as a pre
dictor of the ultimate competence of an M.D. was challenge
by a number of delegates to a Josiah Macy, Jr., Conference in
1968. Probably the most provocative and objective analysis
made there was by David Johnson, director of the Division of
Student Affairs, Association of American Medical Colleges.18

In interpreting MCAT scores of individual students, Johnson
reached some important and practical conclusions: First, the
test scores lack absolute precision — for example, two appli-
cants may actually possess the same abilities, but one may not
do as well as the other on a given day. Second, relatively large
differences exist in the average performance of applicants from
various geographical regions — for example, the average verbal
score of examinees from the northeast during 1966 was 551
as compared with a mean verbal score of 491 for applicants
from the south central region — but that doesn't mean that
in general those from the northeast make better doctors. All
of these considerations should provoke greater flexibility in the
decision-making of admissions committees, especially in the
cases of black students.

The effort to obtain more black medical students has come
about as a result of the civil rights movement, acts of Con-
gress and court cases, and black militancy. Suddenly the black
student has been not only accepted but eagerly recruited for
predominantly white medical schools. M. Alfred Haynes has
said of the situation, "If he is a brilliant and exceptional stu-
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dent, he may be sought after, courted, seduced, bought, and
before he knows it, actually auctioned to the highest bidder
in a fierce, competitive market of predominantly white schools
looking for black students. For most black students, this will
not be the case. The average one is more than likely to have
scored below the fiftieth percentile in the Medical College
Admissions Test (MCAT). His performance is likely to be
below that of many other applicants to predominantly white
schools. The educational opportunities at the school he at-
tended are likely not to have been as rich as those of his white
counterpart. All of this is the product of many years of edu-
cational disadvantage, which may have accumulated to such a
point that by the end of college his chances of selection to
medical school have been reduced academically to one tenth
or less that of the average white student."19

The black college graduate is the veteran of many proc-
esses of selection. He is one of only 6 per cent of the college-
age blacks who attend college — and more than half of these
attend predominantly black colleges, where the dropout rate
is over 50 per cent. But regardless of his native ability, an ad-
mittedly frequent problem upon graduation is "poor prepara-
tion in quantitative reasoning leading in turn to deficits in
mathematics and inadequate preparation in biology, chem-
istry, and physics"20 and inadequate verbal skills21 — all skills
needed for a successful performance on the MCAT. The quan-
titative deficits are probably partly the result of the student's
years in school systems that could not afford laboratory equip-
ment and teachers with strong science backgrounds — good
science courses require a comparatively large, sustained invest-
ment. Blacks are especially likely to have attended such schools
because of discrimination and the neighborhood school system
in this country. A factor apart from the school system which
may well underlie both quantitative and verbal deficits is the
lack of motivation for the student to learn. Sustained motiva-
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tion of this kind is often provided by the parents of the white
middle-class student — from early grade school on, this student
may be pushed to achieve; his parents' high expectations elicit
a good performance, which they reward with continued sup-
port and encouragement. Such a background not only provides
the white middle-class student with the knowledge he needs
to advance further, but it provides him with confidence gained
through successful experiences. When this supportive family
background is coupled with schools well supplied with teach-
ers and equipment, a student is prepared to excel on standard
tests (prepared, often, by someone of similar background);
when these ingredients are missing, a student's scores are ac-
cordingly lower.

The long-range solution to producing better-qualified black
medical students, then, lies in improving the quality of edu-
cation in elementary and secondary schools, so that he is pre-
pared to take a solid premedical course in college and, in turn,
to meet any admissions requirements, whether they include
taking the MCAT or not. Meanwhile, in the continued pres-
ence of the MCAT and absence of adequate preparatory schools,
a number of special programs have been devised to supple-
ment the black student's educational background so that he
can meet the present standards of medical schools. These in-
clude a summer program in English, mathematics, natural
sciences, and social sciences for first-year students at thirteen
predominantly black colleges; the Haverford year-long Post-
Baccalaureate Program; and the Harvard-Yale-Columbia In-
tensive Summer Study Program between the sophomore and
junior, and the junior and senior years. Programs of this kind,
beginning with first-year students and continuing until gradua-
tion, could greatly enlarge the pool of blacks who might qualify
for medical school. The special programs provide encourage-
ment and practical training for the students, so that they
become confident enough to attempt to reach higher goals
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than they might otherwise have settled for, and by specific
emphasis on medicine, the programs interest a greater number
of students in considering a career in the health sciences.

The most recent plan undertaken by Meharry Medical Col-
lege reflects the determination of blacks to play an important
role in developing such programs. Lloyd Elam, president of
Meharry, has explained, "We are busy trying to increase the
pool of qualified black students for all the nation's medical
schools to draw from — working with black and white col-
leagues across the country. Meharry chooses freshmen under-
graduates who demonstrate a high potential for a medical
career — the first group of twenty to be recruited spent the
past summer [1969] on the Nashville campus, getting supple-
mental instruction in the biomedical sciences. Each student
received $500. It cost Meharry another $500 to keep and tutor
each student. The twenty young students represented an in-
vestment of $20,000. . . . After they get through their four
summer sessions, they'll be qualified as well as anyone else to
enter medical school, perhaps better than many white stu-
dents who haven't had the extra tutoring." Elam believes that
for many black students, money is the most unyielding ob-
stacle standing in the way of medical school admission. "Our
students come from homes whose annual income is $4,700.
These families obviously cannot spend $2,500 a year to keep
a son in medical school. Right now this is a more powerful
deterrent even than race prejudice." Elam is now engaged in
setting up a national fund of $88 million under the auspices
of General Motors. He is also conferring with other founda-
tions for grants to support the original idea.22

With the same goal in mind the National Medical Asso-
ciation (NMA) has established a scholarship fund called the
NMA Fellowship, Inc. It granted awards totaling $375,565 to
247 students, for study at sixty-nine medical schools during
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the school year 1969-1970. Howard University furnished 21
scholarships, Meharry 11, and the rest were from several white
medical schools.

Dr. James L. Curtis has reported on the policies enacted
by New York City area medical schools to aggressively seek
black medical students. As a result of these activities, the per-
centage of black medical students rose to 5.3 per cent of all
first-year students in 1969-1970, a sevenfold increase over the
1963-1964 enrollment. Although these figures are encourag-
ing, they must be viewed as only a beginning, in light of the
fact that close to 25 per cent of the population of New York
City is black and Puerto Rican.23

Another means of increasing the pool of potential black
medical students would be to recruit more black women.
About 60 per cent of black college students are women, but
less than 10 per cent of black medical school students are
women.24 If black women were actively recruited, the available
pool could theoretically be doubled. At present, black women
suffer double discrimination, by race and by sex. But Bowers
et al. have pointed out that because black society is basically
a matriarchal society, the black woman "may well represent a
numerically greater source of physician material than her coun-
terpart in white society."25 A recruitment program for black
women would have presumably not only to supplement the
usual premedical education but would have to provide greater
encouragement for women to consider a field outside their
traditionally presumed interests. The black woman might have
an advantage over the white woman, in that medical schools
are eager enough to obtain qualified black students that they
might put aside their usual reservations about female students.
Furthermore, her matriarchical society may have supplied
some of the extra determination needed to pursue a demand-
ing career. Women's abilities in this area have been demon-
strated not only by the successful female doctors in this coun-
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try, but by the excellence of female doctors in the Soviet
Union, where most of the doctors are women.

A problem besetting all medical students, whatever their
race or sex, is the rising cost of a medical education. This cost
now averages $16,000 for four years of medical school, in addi-
tion to undergraduate expenses; costs at Howard and Meharry
have generally been lower than those at other schools.26 Ob-
viously, the cost is the most serious deterrent to obtaining a
medical education — and in comparison with cost of prepara-
tion for most other professions, the cost seems exorbitant.
Indeed, since medical schools must compete with other scien-
tific disciplines for qualified students, both the high price of
a medical education and the funds more readily available for
other studies divert a number of potential doctors into other
fields. There are relatively few specialized fellowship and schol-
arship funds available for any students, let alone the disadvan-
taged or black students who often need them the most. There
are few black students who have the time, money, and effort
needed to prepare for a profession long rooted in racial dis-
crimination. Today the average medical student is about
twenty-six years old before he has completed his formal edu-
cation (assuming he has not served in the armed services).
Upon graduation he continues his training for an additional
year as an intern, and this usually is followed by three more
years of residency to qualify as a specialist. He is over thirty
before he can truly begin earning a living. Few black families
can afford such an outlay; it is a greater obstacle to those
whose families are barely able to survive on what they earn.

The small number of scholarships available are usually
awarded on the basis of intellectual merit and economic need.
However, many of the students in need of funds are average
students. Also, these students need even more than full-tuition
scholarships — they need "living expenses including spending
money, so that the student can be a part of the social life of
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the campus. The black student has enough to overcome to be
integrated into the academic community without the added
burden of social isolation."27 Many have suggested that the
only source of funds in the amount required to make a mean-
ingful improvement is the federal government. The task might
commence with inclusive stipends for premedical and medical
students.

The NMA has been a central force behind many of the
changes in the status of the black medical student. Keeping in
mind the inroads discussed thus far, it is of interest to take a
closer look at the demands and goals of this black medical or-
ganization. The NMA conventions of 1969 and 1972 reveal an
escalating concern over problems that continue to be solved
too slowly for the satisfaction of many blacks in medicine.

At the 1969 convention young doctors and medical stu-
dents calling themselves the Black Caucus presented a list of
nineteen demands to the NMA House of Delegates. Following
the recommendation of a special committee the NMA accepted
fourteen of them. Some of these demands were as follows: that
NMA take positive and forceful steps to get the nation's health
professional schools to commit themselves to admitting black
students in numbers proportionate to the black population of
the United States; that NMA continue its efforts to organize
and conduct nationwide recruitment programs; that no stu-
dent who is admitted to medical school be deprived of the
opportunity to pursue a career in medicine because of lack of
funds; that the NMA lobby for federal support for all students
so that discrimination against the poor and the black student
may be effectively eliminated; that the NMA put itself on rec-
ord in favor of eliminating the Medical College Admission
Test (MCAT) in its present form as a criterion for admission
to a medical college; that NMA demand open admission poli-
cies to all hospital staffs for interns, residents, and attending
doctors; and that adequate health care should be accessible
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to all people at convenient times and places as a matter of
right. Most of the other accepted proposals concerned inno-
vative changes within the structure of the NMA itself, giving
more power to the militant student arm of the organization.28

At its 1972 convention, the NMA focused its attention on
black student admissions; it is now engaged in legal action to
activate goals set at the 1969 convention in behalf of the black
medical student. The NMA has proposed for the first time
a Challenge Program to force legal action against medical
schools in order to increase the number of admissions of black
students. The new president of the NMA, Dr. Edmund Casey,
has said the goal is for black enrollment to reach 12 per cent
by 1975 (in the 1971-1972 school year it was 4.8 per cent).
This matter will be taken up in the courts. According to Dr.
Casey, ten of the worst schools from the standpoint of black
enrollment will be selected and the United States attorney
general will be asked to take immediate action. If this proce-
dure fails, Dr. Casey said, "we'll have to take the civil rights
route." He further pointed out that "the present administra-
tion is sort of not in our corner." Dr. Casey did not know
which schools would be targets for legal action, but he sug-
gested that Georgetown, Ohio State, Stanford, and Harvard
were possible test-case schools.29

The issue of black enrollment in medical schools has car-
ried a high priority in recent NMA planning. For several years
the NMA sought to identify, counsel, and aid black medical
students who were having difficulties in school; at the same
time efforts were made to recruit more black student candi-
dates. Although medical school enrollment of all minority
groups has increased during the last two years, the proportion
of black students has decreased to favor the American Indians,
Orientals, and Puerto Ricans according to Dr. Emerson Wai-
den, past president of the NMA.

The real test is not simply to enroll black students but to
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produce medical graduates. Dr. Casey wants an all-out effort
to prevent the student, once enrolled, from dropping out. The
aim is that 12 per cent of the medical graduates be black. As
president of the NMA Casey is establishing, as first priority for
the society, a means by which this end can be achieved. He
wants to establish a program, with money from the NMA foun-
dations and the federal government, which would provide
three months of preliminary training for all the black students
in need of help before they enter the rigorous program of
medical schools.30

In all of the efforts to recruit and assist black medical stu-
dents, it is important to avoid a subtler form of discrimina-
tion. Although more than 11 per cent of the population is
black, and a comparable percentage of the medical students
should likewise rightly be black, black doctors need not nec-
essarily serve the black population. M. Alfred Haynes has
summed up the problem: "Many institutions are willing to
train black students for the ghetto but other students are
expected to enjoy a free choice. It is true that black physicians
are providing much of the health care for the black ghetto,
but the health of the ghetto residents is everyone's respon-
sibility. Teaching institutions have an obligation to inform
students of the complex health problems of the ghetto and
to challenge them towards effective solutions. This obligation
cannot be met by accepting a few black students and hoping
that they will practice only in the ghetto/'31 Dr. John Norman,
recognizing the achievement of having seventeen black stu-
dents entering Harvard Medical School in 1969, has phrased
the problem differently; knowing what has happened in the
past, he asks how deep the new commitment to change is:
"Will the Ph.D. in physical chemistry of this class be encour-
aged to enter a career ladder with upward mobility leading to
faculty rank here or elsewhere? Or will he be diverted to 'a
more appropriate ladder' perhaps involving some aspect of
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community medicine in our urban ghetto: Will he be patron-
izingly advised to pursue a lesser career for the 'greater good'
while forsaking his own interests? Or, hopefully, will he be
urged to follow the track of his choice, in the institution and
community of his choice in a desired atmosphere of contin-
ued self-determination?"32

The pressures upon the black medical student to turn his
thoughts toward practice in the inner city intensify when he
applies for internship and residency. In the early 1920's, hos-
pital staff appointments and internships for blacks were rare,
in 1930 only 68 internships were available, and in 1939, 168.
But new construction of hospitals provided 5,772 more intern-
ships in 1959 than there were medical graduates of all races.33

This situation created enough demand for medical graduates so
that a black student often was accepted at several hospitals, and
the 165 graduates of Howard and Meharry in 1963 served their
internships in eighty-three hospitals throughout the country.34

That the situation has remained essentially the same is dem-
onstrated by the fact that in 1968 there were some 14,000
approved internships and only 8,000 medical school graduates
(the figure also demonstrates, of course, that not enough doc-
tors are being graduated). On the other hand, discrimination
persists in places; in Detroit, for example, seven out of seven-
teen hospitals had never admitted a black to their internship
program as of 1966 and less than 3 per cent of all interns and
residents being trained were blacks.35 Discrimination in intern-
ships and residencies of course affects the quality of a doctor's
preparation to practice, because a teaching hospital provides
condensed experience with a far greater range of cases than
years of practice ordinarily can. Although it has improved since
the days when the two midwestern black interns had to settle
for residencies in a small rural hospital, the situation needs
much more improvement before it will be satisfactory.

After the expense of eight years of college and medical
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school, the intern needs to consider finances in his choice of
a hospital, particularly for a residency. Thus, black and white
alike are often forced to choose an institution offering more
money over another which might offer broader experience or
better resources in the intern's specialty. As Haynes points
out, 'The economic pressures in the black community are
such that scholarships and stipends often become a determin-
ing factor as to whether a student, accepted by two schools,
decides to go to school A rather than school B. The same is
true for the residency training."36 He goes on to suggest that
the selling of oneself in training could have far-reaching effects
in future practice. Again, the possible solution is "direct fed-
eral support of all medical education and training." Another
aspect of financing, both of medical school and of internships
and residencies, is that it may have strings attached —in re-
turn for the support of his education, the doctor sometimes
must serve a given community for a given amount of time,
perhaps even in a given speciality. Some institutions are quite
willing to admit a black student and to provide for his intern-
ship, if he plans to practice in the black community. All such
stipulations restrict the student's and, later, the doctor's free-
dom of choice. They can also affect his attitude toward the
practice of medicine, for it becomes a service exacted rather
than one freely offered.

The importance of continuing education beyond formal
course work is fully recognized. In order for a doctor to prac-
tice good medicine and to continue learning, he needs staff
privileges at a good hospital where he can consult with col-
leagues on cases. But to acquire staff privileges can be difficult
for a black doctor, especially since "hospitals do not at present
have a satisfactory, objective method of determining compe-
tence. . . . Only too often, the black physician is assumed to
be incompetent until it can be rigorously proved otherwise,
when in fact, it should be just the opposite."37 Even though
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strides have been made in recent years, the white colleagues
a black doctor has to work with often still harbor feelings of
prejudice against black physicians. Another means of contin-
uing medical education is by participation in the medical so-
ciety. Again, discrimination prevents or at least inhibits the
black physician from keeping up to date, for blacks until re-
cently were still excluded from county medical societies —
and, hence, from the AMA — in some parts of the country. The
problems black doctors face in obtaining staff privileges and
membership in the AMA are discussed more fully below (pp
71-78). The primary point here is that discrimination in
these areas can affect a doctor's education as much as can dis-
crimination in his formal years of schooling. Black doctors
have through the years continued their education despite dis-
crimination by founding their own hospitals and establishing
the National Medical Association. But the fact remains that
it is their right, and their patients' right, that black doctors
be free to continue their education wherever they believe they
can do it effectively.

Discrimination against black nursing students has followed
much the same pattern as discrimination against black medical
students. The first training program for black nurses was begun
in Atlanta in 1881 because there was nowhere else for black
students to go. In 1891, upon a black woman's rejection from
a nurses training school in Chicago, Dr. Daniel Hale Williams
founded Provident Hospital and its eighteen-month training
program for black nurses. Others followed suit, organizing
schools for black nurses in the late 1890's and early 1900's.
Gradually, a few white schools opened their doors to blacks,
but more usual was the story of a black woman who in the
1920's applied to the nursing school of a California hospital
and received the following reply: "In answer to yours of June
llth asking for admission to our school for nurses, please note
that it is impossible for me to consider your application. This
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matter was taken up some time ago and definitely settled.
Trusting that you may realize that you cannot enter our school
and with best wishes, I am, Yours very truly . . ." As late as
1941 there were only 14 white schools in the country that
would admit blacks; in that year most black student nurses
were enrolled in 29 black schools.38 As of October 15, 1962,
165 of the 1,128 nursing schools still did not admit blacks,39

and in Alabama and South Carolina no white school had ever
had a black student.40

Despite these obstacles, the number of trained black nurses
increased from 2,433 in 1910 to 5,589 in 1930. For many years
since, there has been no accurate figure for the number of
black registered nurses or black students in schools of nursing.
However, in 1950, nonwhite nurses formed 3.5 per cent of the
total nurse population.41 There is no evidence to suggest that
matters have improved any: the number of black student
nurses admitted to baccalaureate and diploma programs in
1951 (an indicator of future numbers of nurses) was 1,350 out
of a total of 41,667 — 3.2 per cent; and in 1963, 3.0 per cent
of the students admitted were black.42 In the same year, 1963,
the Public Health Service's Consultant Committee on Nurs-
ing projected that by 1970, 850,000 nurses would be needed
in the United States in order to meet the health needs of the
nation; in 1970, the nation was 20,000 short of that goal.43

Thus, the need for nurses and the relatively open admissions
policies should make nursing a good field for blacks, provided
that they can be encouraged to enter it and can have access
to the financial and other support they may need to complete
training successfully.

Such educational support would not go unrewarded. Bel-
linger and Cleland have reported that a greater number of
black nurses remain active in their careers than do white
nurses, thus making better use of their training and serving a
greater number of patients. The net result is that "while it is
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probably true that the cost of recruiting and training Negro
nursing students would be higher than for an equal number
of white nurses, it is proposed here that the long-run gain in
terms of available nursing resources would more than com-
pensate for the initial cost increment. This argument would
be expected to have particular cogency for those hospitals that
serve the inner city areas. The Negro nurse would be less likely
to flee to the suburbs once training was completed and would
be more apt to accept employment in those institutions where
the need is most critical."44 Bellinger and Cleland found con-
siderable interest in a nursing career among black high school
students who were discouraged from inquiring further because
they lacked either financial resources or the academic prerequi-
sites for entrance into nursing school. Special programs could
remedy both of these drawbacks, in much the same way that
similar programs have operated in medical schools.

The education of black dental students, too, parallels that
of black medical students. In the spring of 1970, approxi-
mately 2.2 per cent of all undergraduate dental students were
black— 357 out of a total of 16,008. The first-year class of
1969-1970 included 3.1 per cent black students (136 out of
4,335), an improvement over the 2.3 per cent in 1964-196545

wrought by vigorous recruiting. Howard and Meharry enroll
the largest share of the black dental students; in the past, this
has been 90 per cent of the blacks enrolled, but in 1969-1970
it fell to 64 per cent, reflecting other dental schools' increased
participation. The number of predominantly white schools
with black students in the first-year class has increased from
8 in 1964 to 25 in 1969.46 This progress can be attributed
partly to private funding and partly to grants from OEO for
"programs aimed at the recruitment and selection of disadvan-
taged students to the health professions."47 Unfortunately, a
number of dental grant applications approved for 1969-1970
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were not funded, and there appear to be further cutbacks in
the offing.

An excellent summary of the aims of a good program for
black students — dental and medical alike — has been made by
Joseph L. Henry, in an address to Harvard postdoctoral fellows
in dentistry: "Identify the potential of Negroes. Admit them
using the identification of potential rather than conventional
tests which have not been proven valid for any minority group
in this country, as noted by the American Management Asso-
ciation. After identifying Negroes with potential and admitting
them, it is absolutely necessary to set up specialized programs
which will make up for their educational and cultural lags.
This action will have to be done in a programmed way. Stu-
dents admitted should be extensively pretested and specific
programs should be charted taking cognizance of the adequa-
cies and inadequacies of the students admitted. Based on spe-
cial screening and identification of potential in Negroes and
special reinforcement or remedial programs, it will then be
more palatable for great institutions such as Harvard to alter
admissions standards for gifted Negro students. One immedi-
ate solution related to solving the problem in dentistry is to
change your admission standards, not your graduation stand-
ards, but your admission standards. You must take into account
the failure of your admission screening system to identify Ne-
gro potential as differentiated from potential plus cultural ex-
posure."48

To produce more black dentists it is not enough merely to
announce that a dental school will admit more black students.
Dental schools have tough competition in attracting well-quali-
fied black students, for other occupations requiring fewer years
of schooling and offering equal or better incentives are all
drawing upon the pool of educated blacks. Like the other
health professions, dentistry must seek out the black student
in high schools and colleges, informing him about service, pro-
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fessional, and economic opportunities in dentistry and about
the scholarships and other aids available to prepare for it. At
the college level, there is need for academic programs supple-
menting the predental curriculum and for financial aid to
predental students. In dental school itself, compensatory pro-
grams, full financial aid, flexibility in the time taken to finish
course work, and special encouragement are needed. All of
these actions could increase the number in the pool of poten-
tial black dental students and, ultimately, the number of black
dentists. The pool could be further enlarged by deliberate re-
cruiting of the 60 per cent of black college students who are
women. (At present, 1 per cent of American dentists are
women of any race, whereas in places such as the USSR, Scan-
dinavia, and Venezuela more than 75 per cent of the dentists
are women.49)

One especially persistent form of discrimination in all the
health professions has to do with the shortage of doctors,
nurses, and dentists among the black population. As noted
elsewhere, over 11 per cent of the American population is
black, whereas 2.2 per cent of the doctors, 3 per cent of the
nurses, and 2 per cent of the dentists in this country are black,
and percentages of black students of these professions are com-
parably low. These percentages reflect the extent to which
opportunity has been denied black citizens, not only in these
professions specifically but also in every area of life — the
qualifications required of candidates for these professions can
be met only by people who have enjoyed the benefits for
which the American system at its best is known. However,
many have interpreted these percentages to mean that there
are ratios of 1 black doctor to 3,600 blacks versus 1 white doc-
tor to 750 whites, and likewise for dentists (1:11,000 versus
1:1,750);50 they conclude that to meet the needs of the black
population, the number of black students in these professions
must be increased. Implicit in this interpretation is separatism:
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blacks should serve blacks, whites whites. The average income
of the black population being lower than the average of whites
($6,191 versus $9,794),51 blacks should serve a population
largely without the funds to pay for adequate health care or
insurance, while whites serve those who can pay promptly —
even though blacks' educational and operational expenses are
of course the same. The greatest needs among the black popu-
lation being for general practitioners, blacks should choose
this field over any other. In other words, blacks should subor-
dinate their own desires to the common good of the commu-
nity, whereas whites are free to choose their speciality, their
community, and their patients.

The basic injustice of this attitude has been explicitly
spelled out by Sell A. Dixon, dean emeritus of the Howard
University College of Dentistry: "It is a false premise to con-
tinue to cling to the outmoded practice of equating the Negro
doctor to the number of Negro population. . . . The Negro
doctor always has and always will give his fair share of pro-
fessional services to [the low-income] segment of our popula-
tion. He most often is found to have sprung from this com-
munity; but the young, rightly, do not want to be bound by
it or earmarked for it. The task of health care for all our nation
belongs to all of us in the profession, and all must share it. It
would be folly to believe that all elements of our profession
would accept their fair share of the responsibility for the less
affluent sector of society. Nevertheless, no special segment of
the profession will accept happily being recruited and assigned,
exclusively, to the sole responsibility for any ethnic or disad-
vantaged group."52 And M. Alfred Haynes reiterates the point:
"It is true that black physicians are providing much of the
health care for the black ghetto, but the health of ghetto resi-
dents is everyone's responsibility. Teaching institutions have
an obligation to inform students of the complex health prob-
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lems of the ghetto and to challenge them towards effective
solutions."53

James Curtis, in his book Blacks, Medical Schools, and
Society, has given considerable thought to the problem of
blacks practicing in the ghetto, serving their fellow blacks. He
devoted a number of years of research to the question, Will
the black graduates return to practice medicine in the ghetto?
Curtis submitted a questionnaire to 25 black students entering
the freshman class in 1969 and to 95 entering in 1970. The
overwhelming majority of these students stated that they
planned to return to the ghetto to practice. They were pri-
marily motivated to become doctors because their people so
desperately needed medical care. Curtis interviewed a still
larger number of black students personally and concluded that
they believed it would be a noble and altruistic act if they were
to become general practitioners in the ghetto.

Dr. Curtis pursued these favorable responses a bit further.
He felt most of the students would return to the ghetto be-
cause they had grown up there, but that once they had earned
enough money they would move to the suburbs or other more
desirable neighborhoods. Based upon his own experience as
a practicing physician for more than twenty years, he had ob-
served that very few of the local doctors lived and held offices
in the heart of the deprived areas. As many as a third to a half
of the doctors had their offices in the inner city but their
homes were located elsewhere outside the area of practice.
Most of these physicians had almost all black patients. Private
office practice was often segregated. Curtis comments in his
book that to train black doctors primarily so that they will
serve black neighborhoods is not desirable: "it is most unlikely
that black and white health care systems and markets can be
maintained."54

These men have pinpointed the problem: black health
professionals are being unequally held responsible for lower in-
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come groups, whether urban or rural.55 It is time all profes-
sional schools altered their admissions policies. Any institu-
tion with limited places must select from among the students
applying for admittance those which it believes can best serve
the needs of the population. In the past, medical admissions
committees have shown preferences for candidates interested
in pursuing research or certain specialities over candidates inter-
ested in serving the population more directly as family prac-
titioners. In the future, it would behoove them to reserve a fair
proportion of each class — at least half — for those students,
of whatever race, who voluntarily choose general practice in
the inner city, in rural areas, and in other areas where physi-
cians are most needed.

But this is only a short-range solution within the existing
system. The long-range solution to the shortage of doctors in
low-income urban and rural areas lies in a double-gauged gov-
ernment program: First, the construction and staffing of new
medical schools and of additions to the present ones. A mod-
est start would be doubling the number of places. A minimum
of 11 per cent of these places should be reserved for black
students at the beginning. Furthermore, a minimum number
of places — say, half — should be reserved for those choosing
to practice in specialities or areas where there is foreseeably the
greatest shortage. Second, the government should deliberately
encourage doctors to practice in specialities or geographical
areas where there are shortages. This could be done by subsi-
dizing medical education and by providing some means of
compensation for practicing among indigents, rural and urban.
This total program could best be carried out through a com-
prehensive national health plan, superseding the present di-
verse health programs with varying coverages.

Similarly, shortages of nurses and dentists might be met by
government action. Again, particular care should be taken to
guarantee that blacks have full opportunities to enter and prac-
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tice these professions. Second, the health care of the entire
population should be assured by encouraging all races to prac-
tice in a socially oriented rather than a technically oriented
way.

Even further steps must be taken to provide adequate num-
bers of health professionals. More personnel are needed for the
many duties which can be performed without a full degree.
The present paramedical experiments can be used as models
for greatly expanded programs to train associate doctors, asso-
ciate nurses, and associate dentists —people who, after two or
three years of post-high school training, can assume a part of
the burden of supplying the public with adequate health care.
Blacks who might otherwise be lost to the health field should
be vigorously encouraged to enter these programs.

In conclusion, despite the end of de jure segregation in
medical schools and despite conscious efforts in recent years
to draw blacks into the medical profession, much de facto
discrimination remains. This discrimination is rooted deep
in past discrimination — in employment, education, housing,
health care, and every other area of life. Thoroughgoing action
is needed to eliminate what has become an ingrained part of
the American system of education at every level from preschool
on. The current effort to end de facto segregation in the medi-
cal schools includes programs for recruiting black high school
and college students, providing financial aid, and supplying
supplementary academic courses. These experiments are too
young to have borne full fruit, but one can say at this point
that the successful ones should be expanded and additional
ones should be set up. When only 2.4 per cent of medical
school graduates in 1972 were black,56 there is decidedly room
for improvement.
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That black physicians are being accepted into the mainstream of
American medicine today with somewhat less resistance than in
the past is an admitted fact. Whether or not this acceptance is
coupled with the cordiality which is necessary to equate acceptance
with welcome is yet to be determined.

Hubert A. Eaton, "Are Ghetto Physicians
Welcome to the Mainstream of

American Medicine?"1

The Hatfields and the McCoys, the feuding clans from the
hills of West Virginia, are legendary. To Dr. James M. Whit-
tico, Jr., president of the National Medical Association in
1968, they had real significance. His father, Dr. James M.
Whittico, Sr., delivered "Mother" Hatfield's fourteenth or fif-
teenth child. However, Hatfield's son had to tie his father to
a tree in order to permit the delivery. "Old Man" Hatfield was
enraged when his son returned from town with a black doctor;
he did not allow blacks in his house. Yet after a son was de-
livered, Old Man Hatfield had a change of heart and supplied
the Whittico family with corn whiskey, chickens, and cab-
bages — anything they wanted was theirs. The black doctor
received his due. But he had to make it into the house to
prove himself first. Unfortunately, justice has most often been
legendary instead of factual in the history of the black doctor
within the American medical profession. Too many doors have
been closed, and most black doctors have not been allowed
inside to prove themselves and gain their just rewards.2
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The treatment accorded the black doctor for more than a
century by the American Medical Association and its compo-
nent societies is a shameful record of social injustice in Ameri-
can medicine. More subtle and less publicized than that of
discrimination in other social and economic areas, the record
is a blot on the image of the medical profession. A study of
this record reveals that those of the organized medical pro-
fession have turned their backs on the rightful demands of
their black colleagues to get an equal opportunity to serve their
fellow Americans, black and white, to hold full membership
in medical societies, and to give adequate medical care to their
patients in first-class hospitals. Moreover, the black doctor has
been socially and professionally ostracized. He has been barred
from the medical seminars without which a physician stag-
nates, excluded from medical conventions, and denied the
right to become a member of a hospital staff.

Only 2.2 per cent of all physicians in the United States are
black.3 It has been estimated that there were 3,985 black doc-
tors in 1932, 3,810 in 1942, about 3,800 in 1951, 5,000 in 1960,
6,000 in 1970,4 and 7,000 in 1973.5 The total number of doc-
tors in the same period was 156,406 in 1931, 180,496 in 1942,
232,697 in 1950, 274,834 in 1960, and 313,559 in 1966. In
1942, 1 of every 3,377 blacks was a doctor, but by 1960, 1 of
every 5,000 blacks was a doctor. Although there was a 46.7 per
cent increase in the black population over the twenty years,
there was only a 14.2 per cent increase in the number of black
doctors — partly because, as discussed in the preceding chapter,
the percentage of black medical students remained virtually
the same. These figures may be contrasted with the fact that
1 of every 670 whites in 1960 was a doctor.6 We may note in
passing that neither ratio is likely to improve in the future
because the capacity of medical schools remains substantially
the same while the population continues to increase; only a
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marked increase in places in medical schools could change this
situation.

It should be pointed out, however, that these figures can-
not be interpreted to mean that every 5,000 blacks share a
black doctor and every 670 whites share a white doctor. For
one thing, many practices throughout the country are inte-
grated, so that some black doctors have significant numbers
of white patients. This is true even in the deep South.7 For an-
other thing, the geographical distribution of doctors is not in
proportion to the distribution of the population as a whole.
The nationwide ratio of doctors to 100,000 people was 156 as
of 1966. But the District of Columbia, Massachusetts, and
New York, respectively, had rates of 377, 205, and 219 doctors
per 100,000 people, whereas Alabama had 80, Arkansas 88,
Mississippi 75, South Carolina 82, and South Dakota 84.8

The distribution of black doctors differs from the distribu-
tion of all physicians in that a greater proportion of them prac-
tice in the Middle and South Atlantic states than elsewhere;
the highest concentrations are found in New York, the District
of Columbia, and California. In California, the number of
black doctors has increased ninefold since World War II, and
in Illinois, Tennessee, Mississippi, Oklahoma, and Texas, there
are fewer black doctors than there were before.9 These figures
reflect the fact that the number of black doctors practicing in
the South has dropped. The South has not proved itself to
black doctors and with openings in the North and West,
young black medical graduates have not been inclined to settle
and practice in the South. A further phenomenon of distribu-
tion is the high concentration of black doctors in urban as
opposed to rural areas and in the suburbs as opposed to the
inner cities. And there are situations like that in Boston's ba-
sically black ghetto, where there are 80,000 Negroes, unem-
ployed, underemployed, disenfranchised, hungry, and sick. In
this area there are fifty practicing physicians whose average age
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is 66. Of the six under 50, three are graduates of nonapproved
medical schools. Of the total number only 65 per cent of all
doctors and 73 per cent of black doctors are directly engaged
in patient care; the remainder are training, doing research, ad-
ministrating, and so forth.10

In a comprehensive study of 4,805 black physicians in
1967, Dr. M. Alfred Haynes reported that 83 per cent gradu-
ated from Howard University and Meharry Medical College.
Black physicians are less likely than white to practice in groups
(2 per cent of the black, 9.5 of all physicians practice in this
way). Some 39 per cent of black physicians and 23 per cent
of all physicians are in general practice, 22 per cent of black
physicians and 31 per cent of all physicians have specialty-
board certification.11 However, working with a smaller sample
— 335 NMA members — George E. Schwartz and Montague S.
Lawrence confirmed black doctors' propensity for solo and
general practice especially in the South, but found 41.5 per
cent of their respondents to be specialty board certified.12

Bearing all these facts in mind, I shall now examine the
conditions under which the black doctor must practice. One
of the biggest obstacles for the black practitioner has always
been obtaining hospital privileges. S. S. Goldwater, superin-
tendent of Mt. Sinai Hospital in New York, pointed out in
1925 the importance of extending hospital privileges to all
practitioners of medicine: "It is to the credit of the open
hospital that it brings into touch with an organized medical
institution many physicians who, under a more restricted or
exclusive hospital system, would be deprived of those helpful
and stimulating medical contacts, without which they are in
danger of deteriorating in medical knowledge and proficiency
from the moment of graduation from medical school. . . .
the open hospital affords far better opportunities for fruitful
clinical study than can be found in the lonesome and dreary
circumstances of private practice. . . . the actual treatment of
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the sick is influenced far more by mental habits formed by the
physician after graduation than by the knowledge he acquires
as an undergraduate student. The key to nearly everything that
makes for efficient medical practice today is in the hands of the
hospitals. Their duty is plain — they must open wide the door
of opportunity, so that the entire medical profession may enter,
for the fruits of medical progress belong of right to the many,
not the few."13 The value of hospital privileges is disputed by
no one; they can continue a doctor's medical education, provide
him with colleagues for consultation, supply expensive equip-
ment and services on a shared basis — in sum, they permit him
to serve his patients better than he might otherwise have been
able to do.

Despite these recognized facts, discrimination in granting
hospital privileges to black doctors has persisted for years. Law-
rence Greeley Brown, who began his practice in 1925, described
his own experiences in New Jersey: "Naturally, when the
writer came on the field he sought to get privileges in the local
hospitals. It is a strange fact that while the medical officials
admitted that the hospital was indispensable to the practice
of good medicine, the doors were closed to Negro physicians.
It mattered not what his previous education was, it mattered
not whether he led the board as two of my friends did. The
exclusion of Negro doctors from hospital practice was the
rule/'14 When Dr. Goldwater published his article stressing
the value of hospital privileges in maintaining a doctor's medi-
cal competency, Dr. Brown asked him whether he had had
black doctors particularly in mind while writing. Although Dr.
Goldwater hadn't, he promptly took the matter up with the
American Hospital Association; the Association pointed out
that if Dr. Brown was "so interested in hospital practice, he
should join with those progressive Negro Physicians, three of
whom had already met with the secretary a short while before,
asking him to lend his support to the building of more hos-
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pitals for Negroes. Thus, a timely movement was killed by a
small group of men who had accepted the status quo without
rebelling."15 For years, black doctors had been building hos-
pitals in an effort to provide services that were denied blacks
elsewhere.

In the mid-1950's, Dietrich Reitzes and his staff conducted
the first thorough examination of the black doctor's place in
American medicine.16 Although the study was limited to four-
teen large cities, it did include more than one third of all black
doctors and three fourths of all board-certified black special-
ists, so that the pattern which it revealed is probably repre-
sentative of patterns of medical care provided by blacks at the
time. In developing generalizations about the factors which
influence the patterns of blacks in medicine, Reitzes found
that the most important single factor determining the kind
of medical care that black doctors could provide was the op-
portunity they had for continued education through hospital
affiliation. This factor depended on (a) the number of pre-
dominantly white hospitals having black doctors on their staffs,
(b) the participation of influential citizens in groups actively
interested in integration, (c) the opportunities for black doc-
tors to establish professional ties with white doctors, (d) the
supply of well-qualified black doctors, and (e) the profes-
sional relations among black doctors in the community. Clearly,
a number of these items are interrelated. For example, the
number of predominantly white hospitals with black staff mem-
bers was probably affected by community interest in integra-
tion, by professional ties between black and white doctors,
and by the supply of well-qualified black doctors, but it is
difficult for doctors to form professional ties when they never
see each other at hospitals or meetings of the county medical
society, and it is difficult to maintain professional qualifica-
tions of a high level without hospital affiliation.

Part of the problem of obtaining staff privileges lies in the
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fact that hospitals did not in the past and even in 1970 still
did not have an objective method of determining competency.
As Dr. Haynes has pointed out, "some hospital boards still
exclude black physicians more on the basis of race than on
competence. Black physicians would have no reasonable ob-
jection if the same standards were objectively applied to all.
Consumers are rightly confused when a physician is consid-
ered competent to practice in one hospital but not in another.
If a physician is certified by his specialty board or by the
American Academy of General Practice, he should be assumed
competent to practice in any hospital. This should include
university hospitals, some of which are now the exclusive do-
main of faculty members."17

This problem was faced squarely for years by the NMA,
which repeatedly asked the AMA to come to terms on hospital
staff privileges and membership eligibility in state and county
medical societies. By 1963, the fruitlessness of these efforts
led the NMA to join the NAACP and the Urban League in ac-
cumulating examples of discrimination in hospitals and medi-
cal societies for recourse to the courts. But it continued to
apply pressure on the AMA, and in 1968, the AMA outlawed
racial bars to membership in its state and local affiliates. There-
after, a liaison committee of NMA and AMA members was estab-
lished to watch over hospital privileges and memberships in
local and state medical societies.

Meanwhile, action affecting hospital staff privileges was
being taken by other agents in the 1960's. Recognizing the
enormous gap between the number of Americans needing hos-
pitalization and the number of hospital beds available, Con-
gress had passed the Hill-Burton Act in 1946. The Act pro-
vided for the building of hospitals throughout the country
with federal funds, but discreetly permitted the hospitals thus
built to exclude both black patients and black doctors. Because
of the persistent charges by many organizations — black and
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white — that black doctors were denied staff privileges and that
black patients were refused admittance or segregated during
their stay, the Civil Rights Commission launched an investi-
gation in 1960. That investigation recorded officially what had
long been known: blacks were denied access to or segregated
in many hospitals and facilities that received federal funds. As
I have said earlier, after subsequent unsuccessful congressional
attempts to repeal the separate-but-equal clause of the Hill-
Burton Act, it was finally struck down by the Supreme Court
in 1964. The Court's interpretation was ratified by Congress
in Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The decision did
not end racial discrimination in health care, but it did open
the door for legal attacks on discrimination in hospitals built
with Hill-Burton money. Both the Court's decision and the
Civil Rights Act clearly would apply to the black doctor's
relation with hospitals — the ability to obtain staff privileges,
the extent of those privileges when obtained, and the kind of
treatment proffered the doctor's patients. We shall see, then,
how much effect the two have had.

In October 1968 the Medical Tribune conducted a survey
and learned that some progress toward integration had been
made since Title VI of the Civil Rights Act had been passed.18

At the time of its passage in 1964, Louisiana had the repu-
tation of being among the worst areas in the country from the
standpoint of the black doctor. No medical society in the state
admitted blacks. In New Orleans there were no black M.D.'S
in public hospitals. Applications for staff privileges in tax-
supported New Orleans hospitals were turned down because
membership in the local medical societies was required. By
1968, according to Dr. William R. Adams, there had been
some improvement in New Orleans. Two of the largest hos-
pitals had been opened to black doctors, although he noted
that "tokenism persisted in the integration of most hospital
staffs, and . . . the problem remains 'touchy/ " According to
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the Tribune survey, vestiges of the past remained in New Or-
leans in the failure of some private and state hospitals to add
black physicians to their staffs and in their refusal to allow
blacks to be inpatients in some of these hospitals.

In Mississippi there had been some overall improvement,
especially in the attitude of the white M.D/S who controlled
medicine in the state. Dr. Albert Britton of Jackson told the
Medical Tribune that the University of Mississippi School of
Medicine admitted a few black students, but that discrimi-
nation continued "even under Medicare and in Hill-Burton
hospitals."

The situation was reported to be similar in Texas. There
was some evidence that developments had improved the lot
of the black doctors, but problems continued to exist. Ac-
cording to Dr. Edward Sprott, Jr., there were subtle forms of
discrimination and an "overt form of bias in the reluctance of
most white physicians to assist a Negro in surgical procedures.
. . . The process of integration goes on, but not voluntarily."

Dr. Arthur Coleman, a San Francisco physician, said that
a common grievance of black physicians is that although they
are accepted into medical societies in the North, they do
not reach a decision-making level. "The young black medical
graduate is well-trained," said Dr. Coleman, "and in many in-
stances is a specialist. He wants the same rights as the white
M.D."

The consensus of the Tribune survey seemed to be that
while gains had been made since the enactment of Title VI,
in 1968 it was "still not hard to recognize the field."

Although there is no clear consensus on the situation
of black doctors since Civil Rights legislation, the majority
opinion based on first-hand experience was summed up by
Dr. Arthur Swan in his presidential address before the NMA
in 1967: "When my white friends around the country say
conditions are much better now, I usually point out two very
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significant things: (1) that there is very little voluntary de-
segregation, and (2) the number of opportunities for intern-
ships and residencies that now exist for Blacks comes from the
tremendous shortage in hospital personnel — in many pockets
of prejudice the acceptance of Blacks into the fraternity of
medicine is moving slowly, too slowly, to satisfy the health
needs of the vast majority of Blacks."19

It is quite obvious, then, that a wide gap existed between
de jure and de facto opportunities for the black doctor to
practice in full equality with white doctors. Generally, blacks
have been granted only courtesy staff privileges. As Holloman
and Swan pointed out, there are reasons for pessimism among
many black leaders in American medicine. In order to obtain
staff privileges, black doctors are required to wait out the same
time period as a new physician, even though they may have
been established in practice in the community for years. Many
hospitals, especially in the South, overtly or covertly, arrange
rotating assignments to emergency room duty to avoid or mini-
mize the opportunity for black physicians to treat white pa-
tients, particularly females. Because of the many handicaps in
securing and advancing staff privileges in the larger hospitals,
they have had to take refuge in smaller, less adequate facilities
without the benefit of a formalized training program.

One of the most severe handicaps for the black doctor has
been the traditional social structure of white medical societies
which makes it almost impossible for the black M.D. to be-
come an accepted part of the socializing and the policy-making
decisions in medical societies. For over seventy-five years now,
two separate medical societies have existed: the AMA, the voice
of organized medicine consisting of fifty-four autonomous
state societies which have had a long history of discrimination
against the blacks, and the NMA, an organization of black doc-
tors originally formed because the AMA did not grant mem-
bership to blacks.
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As early as 1869, three well-trained professionally eligible
black faculty members of the Howard Medical School ap-
plied for membership to the local branch of the AMA. They
were flatly refused. Upon being turned down they attempted
to bring their applications to the annual convention of the
AMA in 1870; they were rejected again. They tried for a num-
ber of years until they finally abandoned their efforts in 1884.
By the year 1895 they had organized an all-black medical so-
ciety; this was the official birth of the NMA. Unwittingly per-
haps, Booker T. Washington's admonition in 1895 — that the
races should be separate — led to a deeper gap between the
blacks and the whites.

The separationists and the integrationists are still battling
today. Unfortunately, the evidence of the 1970's still shows
America to be an apartheid society to a great extent. The two
national medical societies, the AMA and the NMA, despite
changes in policy, remain essentially separate and not yet equal
power blocs. Each society publishes its own journal of medi-
cine, the extremely powerful Journal of the American Medical
Association, with a tightly controlled editorial policy, and the
National Medical Association Journal, which was established
in 1908 as a forum for freedom of expression and an entering
wedge into the mainstream of medical politics.

From its initial 12 black physicians, the NMA has grown to
about 5,500 members enrolled in some seventy constituent so-
cieties; 90 per cent of the membership is black. The NMA has
become a militant humanitarian force crusading not only for
the black poor, but also for the Indians, Mexicans, Puerto
Ricans, Appalachians — for the poor of all ethnic groups. Most
of the NMA members received their bachelor's degrees from
predominantly black colleges and their medical degrees from
Meharry and Howard Medical Schools. Most of the members
today have active staff privileges at a hospital; some also be-
long to the AMA.
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After all the years of distrust and fear on the part of black
doctors, and the refusal of white doctors to give blacks equal
social and professional status, it is at last, in 1973, difficult
to find a white medical society that absolutely refuses mem-
bership to blacks. Dr. James Curtis has noted that, ironically,
the situation now is that racial attitudes have come full circle
and it is the whites who find it difficult to become fully re-
spected members of the NMA. An increasing number of white
liberal doctors have joined the NMA, but they have yet to re-
ceive a total welcome. As of today they are tolerated much in
the same way the blacks were tolerated after the 1964 Civil
Rights Act was passed.20

There have been definite improvements in the relations
between the AMA and the NMA despite the inherent fear and
distrust among many whites and blacks. In 1968 the AMA
finally joined efforts with the NMA through a liaison com-
mittee in order to improve the image of the medical pro-
fession and to prod Congress into enacting health legislation
directed at health and medical care for all the poor and the
disadvantaged. This cooperation is not mere rhetoric. An ex-
ample of real achievement can be seen in the establishment
of a mobile health unit in Chicago under the auspices of the
Chicago Medical Society, mostly white, and a group of black
doctors, the Cook County Physicians. The AMA contributed
$50,000 for this endeavor. At the same time the NMA has
established a fund to set up an organization which will fi-
nance comprehensive care provided by the private sector of
medicine in Washington, D.C. The money will come from
loans of $1,000 from each member of this organization plus
a 90 per cent completed loan from the federal government.

In spite of these optimistic signs of progress, not all leaders
of the NMA are enthusiastic about a marriage with the AMA
and the wealthier, more powerful elements of American medi-
cine. Some black medical leaders feel the AMA has forfeited its
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right to be the major voice of medicine and its problems. Cer-
tainly, it will take a long time for real trust and understanding
to develop between the whites and blacks; the alienation of
blacks in the American medical profession has resulted in
too great a psychic scarring over a long period of time.

Since black physicians may now join white societies, the
question has been raised as to the necessity of the NMA. Dr.
Curtis, associate professor of psychiatry at Cornell, argues for
integration of the NMA with the AMA: "The system is far too
complex to be understandably analyzed, managed, or pre-
dicted on the basis of skin color or race alone. My own in-
clination is to hasten the day when the NMA will have no
further need to exist as a separate organization of black doctors,
but will be able to exert greater influence by energetic in-
volvement in AMA organizational activities, leading the pro-
fession at large into a more responsible and more responsive
role in terms of the health care of all Americans."21

It should be obvious, nevertheless, that the de jure progress
toward full equality is not enough. The newer mood in the
black community is a more militant demand through protest
marches and insistent pressure by such black lay organizations
as the Urban League, NAACP, and the Medical Commission for
Human Rights. The NMA is needed more than ever before; it,
too, has become a more activist organization. At the 1970
meeting, the NMA assessed each of its members one hundred
dollars to recruit potential medical talent in high schools and
academic colleges. Approximately 300 black students were ex-
pected to enter medical schools that fall, a marked increase
over five years ago. The NMA has also taken on a pioneering
crusade to blaze ways for the delivery of medical services to
the poor and the disadvantaged. The goal is not limited to the
blacks but to all people.

Likewise, there has been a significant change in the atti-
tude and policy of the AMA during the last five years. In the
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past the AMA leaders spent millions of dollars employing lob-
byists and advertising agencies to prevent new and progressive
health legislation. This is no longer the policy of the AMA. At
the convention held in San Francisco in June 1972 a new
atmosphere prevailed during the debates over resolutions. Im-
portant changes have been taking place concerning the struc-
ture of the organization. For the first time in the 157-year
history of the AMA, delegates and members of the Board of
Trustees who were running for high offices campaigned before
state and county medical societies. There was increased pres-
sure for delegates to be elected directly by the members and
for candidates to publish their platforms. There were also
suggestions for new limitations on the tenure of the Board
of Trustees. And the president in 1971, Dr. Wesley Hall, was
challenged by high officials about changes he proposed in the
structure and policies of the AMA — no president had ever been
openly criticized before. The House voted to admit medical
students to full membership for the first time, and the first
voting delegate from the new House staff section was seated.
The recognition accorded to young doctors and medical stu-
dents was another sign of fundamental change. And perhaps
the most important measure was a 1971 resolution, passed by
the House of Delegates, to suspend any state or local societies
from the AMA if they refused membership to any black doctor
because of race. The overriding theme of the 1972 convention
was the need for change.

The permanent shape of the AMA is yet uncertain, but now
that the younger generation of doctors and students have their
entrance into policy-making assured, there is hope for a more
enlightened, democratic, and humane organization. It is of
interest to note that Dr. C. A. Hoffman, president of AMA in
1972, began his term in office by taking an international tour
of medical systems to study their methods of operation. He
concentrated his tour in England to study the success of their
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National Health Service (socialized medicine) and in the So-
viet Union, where he found much improvement over the last
fifty years. Although Dr. Hoffman feels that medicine on a
principle other than fee-for-service reduces incentive among
doctors, he thinks it is possible that medicine in the United
States will eventually become a government operation — but
not soon. Dr. Hoffman was also planning tours of rural and
inner-city areas and Indian reservations in the United States to
study their medical problems at first hand.22

Compared with the past, the position of the black M.D.
has undergone much improvement: De jure, matters look very
favorable. Early in the century, when blacks in small numbers
began preparing for medical careers, they enrolled in badly
staffed and ill equipped schools and spent their internships
and residencies in small hospitals of poor quality. Rarely were
they able to become accredited specialists. Today, on the other
hand, there are two first-rate black medical schools, Meharry
and Howard. There are openings for black medical graduates
in almost every hospital in the country; application forms for
admission do not require stating race. There are black spe-
cialists in every association. A few have served as presidents of
local medical societies, and one has been a delegate to the
AMA. A number have risen to important teaching and research
positions in white medical schools. The success that black
M.D.'S have achieved under incredible handicaps throughout
the history of American black medicine is an outstanding ex-
ample of the will to fight for full equality.

The American society must be aware of the dangers of
tokenism, however, and we should realize from history that
although progress has been made in a branch of treatment of
blacks, neither the black doctor nor the black citizen can be
expected to be satisfied fully until justice is wholly achieved.
Rev. Martin Luther King was well aware of the situation when
he wrote that tokenism is, in itself, not to begin a process but
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rather to end it — asking blacks to accept half a loaf and then
to wait willingly for the other half to be distributed in crumbs
over a protracted time by a hypocritical gesture is not a first
constructive step. Rev. King did not think that 22 million
American blacks should be expected to be grateful for the
halting and inadequate attempts of our society to catch up
with the basic rights the black should have automatically in-
herited centuries ago by virtue of his membership in the
human family and his American birthright.23 For this reason
the black doctor in America cannot wait, nor can we.
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The pivotal issue, underlying discussions of all proposals for na-
tional health programs, deals with an emerging social philosophy
regarding health care. This philosophy affirms that the availability
of good health care is a right, to be enjoyed by all citizens — rather
than a privilege to be limited by considerations of race, religion,
political belief, or economic or social conditions. . . . The de-
velopment and preservation of good health requires a national
commitment with well defined purposes and explicit goals.

'The Need for a New Health Care Policy in the United States,"
Interreligious Task Force on Health Care1

Having ventured into the diagnosis and prognosis of our
medical health crisis, I would be violating the first tenet of my
Hippocratic oath if I did not comment on some suggestions
for the solution of this critical situation. I am not a sociologist,
a medical economist, nor a medical politician speaking in
behalf of the vested interests of my profession. But the time
has come, and I hope not too late, for every physician in
whatever specialty to meet the challenge of the health crisis
and remember his oath to serve his fellow man.

More than ever before there is an awareness among the
leaders of our nation of the health problem in the United
States. But that awareness alone by no means assures that
effective action will be taken soon. For over forty years the
health of the American people has been kicked around — a
political football. The small group of medical men who in the
1920's had the courage and foresight to warn Congress of the
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urgency for change were labelled revolutionaries and Commu-
nists by the die-hard, forces who had their feet on the brakes
of progress. In 1939 the first attempt at passing national com-
pulsory health insurance was made and failed. President Tru-
man, too, proposed such a plan in 1949, only to be thwarted
by a reluctant Congress. Now everybody wants to get on the
bandwagon with so-called national health insurance plans to
save us from a medical catastrophe.

Labor wants national health insurance to eliminate the
hassle at the bargaining table over health fringe benefits. Man-
agement wants national health insurance because health insur-
ance premiums are a significant and rapidly rising component
of overall labor costs. The medical-industrial complex think
they would benefit from some form of national health insur-
ance because their experience with Medicare and Medicaid has
been profitable. For the voluntary private nonprofit hospitals,
almost any program of national health insurance would be
better than the present Medicaid. Commercial insurance com-
panies are not totally opposed to national health insurance if
such a program could be structured to retain the advantages
of competition and the profit incentive. The American Medi-
cal Association, which has opposed any form of national health
insurance for over forty years, has also offered its Medicredit
plan. At the 1969 Republican governors' conference, even the
most ardent states righters voted enthusiastically to support
Governor Rockefeller's national health insurance proposals.
Such an unprecedented coalition foreshadows the inevitability
of some form of national health insurance, but what form?

Congress has found itself involved in furious debate over
various national health insurance plans during the last four
sessions. Since the enactment of Medicare and Medicaid, a
pluralistic rash of health bills has erupted, proposed by both
Republican and Democratic congressmen. These bills range
from Senator Edward Kennedy's Health Security Act, a com-
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pulsory tax-supported national health insurance bill; to Presi-
dent Nixon's health partnership act, glamorizing the Health
Maintenance Organization plans (HMO); to the AMA'S Medi-
credit, a voluntary system of income tax credits for all Ameri-
cans to offset the cost of private health insurance. In between
there are a number of partial plans such as the Catastrophic
Insurance program and other plans limited to providing sup-
port for research and treatment of strokes, cancer, and so on.
Although these plans address themselves to the same basic
issues, they differ in the amounts of benefits to be provided
and in the way they should be financed and administered.
Some plans, such as the Kennedy-Griffith bill, call for a major
overhaul of the health care system; others would only add on
to (or tinker with) the present system of delivering medical
care. Dr. Edmund Casey, former president of the NMA, has
said that all the plans before Congress have "addressed them-
selves to how we are going to pay the doctor. This is not our
concern. Our concern is how we are going to deliver health
care . . . to all the population, particularly the areas where
there are no physicians."2

The 92nd Congress held hearings in which they listened
to hundreds of experts and non-experts, and collected thou-
sands of pages of information and rhetoric. Yet Congress ad-
journed, and no national health legislation was enacted. Mean-
while, the ghetto continues to exist as an apartheid society
which we have created through neglect and discrimination.
Long debates in Congress over proposals, while perhaps un-
avoidable, do nothing to meet the urgency of the health crisis
in the inner cities.

The fact remains that no matter how many theories are
advanced, no matter how much advice is offered, the health
problem of poor blacks demands immediate action. The black
ghetto resident does not need to be told what he wants from
medicine; he knows. The ghetto resident does not ask for more
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than is his right. He wants first of all, a personal doctor who
is available for him and his family. He wants what he has
never had before — accessibility, availability, and continuity of
medical services, and at a price he can afford. He wants a full
range of services given in a setting of human dignity. He wants
access and easy availability not only to medical care for emer-
gency situations but also to preventive services such as immu-
nization for all contagious diseases for his children. Finally,
he wants access to facilities for early detection of disease for
himself and his wife. Many black citizens also want a voice in
the management of their own health centers. There are many
intelligent, educated blacks who want and are able to par-
ticipate in planning the health services in their own commu-
nity — not to control the medical treatment, but to help in
designing and overseeing the local health centers. The real
question then is how to implement the necessary tools to meet
these desires and needs.

In the 1960's Congress authorized several programs de-
signed to better meet the health needs of the poor and dis-
advantaged, and as a pediatrician who had long been bothered
by the failure of a system based on private, fee-for-service
practice, I was gratified to note some of the results of these
programs. One approach that has been utilized is the Regional
Medical Plans (RMP'S). The concept of regionalization as a
means to meet health needs effectively and economically dates
back several decades.3 During the 1930's, Assistant Surgeon-
General Joseph W. Mountain was one of the earliest pioneers
urging this approach for the delivery of health services. The
National Committee on the Costs of Medical Care also fo-
cused attention in 1932 on the potential benefits of regionali-
zation. In that same year the Bingham Associates Fund ini-
tiated the first comprehensive regional effort to improve patient
care in the United States. This program linked the hospitals and
programs for continuing education of physicians in the state
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of Maine with the university centers of Boston. Advocates of
regionalization next gained national attention more than a
decade later in the report of the Commission on Hospital
Care. As early as 1948, Oscar Ewing, the Administrator of
Federal Security under President Truman, advocated com-
munity planning.

In 1967 the federal government awarded the first operating
RMP grants. The concept of the program was that RMP'S would
act as a catalyst to bring agents (i.e., doctors, hospitals, con-
sumers) together to start local projects and provide start-up
money. Initially, the program was for specific disease categories
— cancer, stroke, and heart disease — but the focus changed and
eventually the projects ranged from providing educational and
training activities to funding mobile health units. By 1973
there were 56 operating RMP'S, most of them involved in deliv-
ering health services.4 No one would argue that the program
did not have its faults, but it is disturbing to note that President
Nixon's budget for fiscal 1973 cuts off funding for RMP'S, with-
out replacing them with a better program.

The same is true for the OEO-funded neighborhood health
centers program. This program was begun in 1966 to dem-
onstrate new health care delivery systems. In 1972, 80 projects
were in operation, serving about 2Y2 million persons at a cost
of 108.3 million dollars. Of these projects, 25 were neigh-
borhood health centers (24 others had been transferred
previously to the Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare).5 Typically, these offered a full range of family-centered
health services, with emphasis on preventive care and early
treatment of disease. Other OEO projects involved restructuring
hospital outpatient departments, organizing prepaid group
practice plans for poor families, establishing community-wide
health networks, and designing projects for rural areas. Again,
no one would claim the program did not have its share of
inefficiency, but an evaluation study showed that in terms of
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providing comprehensive and continuous care to poor families,
in a setting they could accept with their dignity intact, these
model programs succeeded (Interestingly, in over half of the
centers studied in this evaluation, it was found that the local
medical and dental societies were not involved.).

But in 1973, another form of neighborhood health centers
was established under Title I of the Demonstration Cities and
Metropolitan Development Act of 1966 (Model Cities). This
program was designed to demonstrate how the general welfare
of people living in slums and blighted areas could be substan-
tially improved in cities of all sizes and in all parts of the
country. It called for a comprehensive attack on all social,
economic, and physical problems to develop new and imagi-
native model neighborhoods through technical and financial
assistance. The Department of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment (HUD) had final administrative authority for this pro-
gram. A Model City Policy Group composed of representatives
from the Departments of Agriculture; Commerce; Labor; Jus-
tice; and Health, Education, and Welfare and the OEO were in
charge of this program. A central goal of this extensive organi-
zation was to combat disease and improve the overall living
conditions for people in these areas.

In 1966 President Lyndon Johnson promised a health center
in every ghetto. To prove to the nation that his promise was
not mere rhetoric, he directed his black Secretary of Housing
and Urban Development, Robert Weaver, to call together the
representatives of the OEO, HEW, the Department of Labor, and
the Bureau of Budget to set up plans to develop integrated
Neighborhood Health Centers (NHC) throughout the nation.
During the last 5 years, 1.2 million citizens in 115 commu-
nities in 37 states have been receiving good medical care
through government subsidies which average about $183.6
million a year. NHC'S are found in various locations, though
most are within districts of the poor white, black, and ethnic
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groups. These centers serve the community in nondescript re-
modelled warehouses, in shopping centers, in mountainous
areas as well as in available old buildings within the heart of
many a ghetto.

Now, in 1973, the Model Cities program is being termi-
nated, OEO is being dismantled, and while some of the neigh-
borhood health centers are being shifted to HEW, there is no
announced federal plan to build on or expand the successes of
these programs.

Certainly, it is the task of the federal government to con-
sider the overall picture presented by the programs of the
1960's. It may well be that there were waste and inefficiency
and even failures, but it is incumbent on our President and leg-
islators to consider, also, the individual projects that had an
important impact on the communities they served. Several
come to mind that I would like to discuss in some detail.

The Watts-Willowbrook health program could be said to
have evolved directly as a result of the riots in that area in 1965.
The area contained in 1965 approximately 70,000 persons, most
of whom were black and suffering from political, social, and
economic deprivation.6 The people in this area were victims of
poverty and illness; sanitation was bad, and housing dilapidated.
In 1965 the ratio of physicians to patients was 1:3,000; the main
source of medical care was the county hospital, which was 12
miles away and took 2 hours and $1.75 to reach. The interested
residents of the area had been trying for years to secure funding
for a hospital but without success. The McCone Commission,
appointed to investigate the 1965 Watts riot, recommended
that a new hospital be built. A combination of RMP and OEO
grant money to the University of Southern California allowed
for planning the needed facility. In 1967, a multipurpose health
center was opened. Other grants allowed the center to continue
and provided money for a 365-bed hospital and for a post-
graduate medical school. While fraught with problems all
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along the way, Dr. Rodney Powell, the former medical director,
said, "The plan is working very well; for the first time compre-
hensive health and medical care is available and easily accessible
to all residents in that area."7

The Mile Square Health Center is another OEO-funded
project which has been serving 25,000 blacks, one third of
whom live in a Chicago high-rise housing project.8 This district
is one of the most critical pockets of poverty and has one of
the poorest health records in the nation — an infant mortality
rate, for example, of 46 per 1,000 live births. Among the services
offered in the Mile Square program are public health nurses
and community aides who work in the homes; ambulatory pri-
mary care provided by doctors, nurses, and social workers; and
association with Presbyterian-St. Luke's, a teaching hospital af-
filiated with the University of Illinois, which provides inpatient
care for those in the target area who need it.

In its first year of operation (1968) the Mile Square project
registered 9,800 individuals from among the 4,000 families in
the area it was to serve. Half of the families had been visited at
home, and Dr. Lashof, the project director, was "struck by the
number of disorders, both medical and social, as well as the
number of families that can be classified as multiple problem
families. . . . To measure success in such a family is difficult,
but we have seen improvement and aides are continuing their
contacts."9

Federal-community projects often meet an operational cri-
sis; they are forced to face the fact that politics still enters into
health care. A case in point is that of a community health
program serving 190,000 indigent people, mostly blacks, in the
impoverished Delta area of Mississippi. The Delta Health
Center, located in the all-black town of Mound Bayou, Mis-
sissippi, was a pioneering outpatient facility established in 1965
by Dr. Jack Geiger of Tufts University (and run by it until
1971 ).10 The project was never popular with either the Mis-
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sissippi state government or the state medical society because
it was publicly funded and outside their control.

Also in Mound Bayou was a small community hospital
which is the main source of inpatient care for the thousands
of impoverished blacks in the four counties composing the
Delta area. It was falling into insolvency until rescued by an
OEO grant in 1967. In the spring of 1972 OEO insisted upon and
got a merger between the hospital and the health center (for-
merly funded and administered separately); this "corporation"
is now subject to the governor's veto, a power granted for the
first time by OEO.

In 1972, Governor Waller, with the firm backing of the
state medical society, vetoed a $5.5 million OEO grant to the
center, claiming that too much money went for administrative
costs and not enough for medical care. OEO overrode the gov-
ernor's veto, whereupon the state hospital commission refused
to renew the hospital's license to operate. The American Public
Health Association investigated the project and urged that the
hospital be allowed to stay open, claiming that the hospital's
faults were being corrected.

At the heart of the problem is the fact that the people served
by the Delta Health Center and the hospital are almost totally
dependent on it for their health services. Statistics show that
while formerly "almost half the black births occurred outside
of hospitals, and essentially 100 per cent of white births oc-
curred inside hospitals," it is now the case that as many black
babies are born in Mound Bayou Hospital "as in all the other
white hospitals in the four counties combined." Meanwhile,
the health of the Delta region patients (by now the number
has reached more than 32,000) is seriously jeopardized. It
remains to be seen whether or not the Delta community
health-hospital project survives the political traumas inherent
in state-federal liaisons.

During the last five years a revolutionary health plan, the
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free clinic, has sprung up as an answer to the pervading lack of
care for particular segments of our population. It is looked upon
by many as a "flea on the hide of the elephantine medical sys-
tem." Still, it offers some illuminating concepts, which we
would do well to study. These free clinics are worth examining
because of their humanitarian appeal, their idealism, and be-
cause they are the offspring of the movement for social change.
The movement is founded on the convictions that the Ameri-
can medical system does not meet the people's needs and that
it must be radically restructured. The clinics are purely local
community efforts and are controlled by the people who use
and work in them. In most instances they attempt to serve as
an example of good health care and a model for the future.
Their greatest good has come from challenging existing health
services as well as providing their own.

The first of these free, or storefront, clinics opened its doors
in 1967 in the Haight-Ashbury area of San Francisco.11 In spite
of initial (and in some cases continuing) opposition by the
power structure, and in spite of chronic shortages of money and
medical personnel, free clinics have experienced a growth that
can only be described as incredible. Free clinics began in rec-
ognition of the need to treat drug-related problems, they now
provide a variety of services. (One clinic in Minneapolis even
offers veterinary services.) Free clinics are designed to serve the
needs of a particular community, and since these needs vary
greatly, so do the clinics. What they do have in common, how-
ever, is that the services they provide are available without
charge and without red tape. Their sources of income are any
one of or a combination of the following: federal, state, or
county funds; group or individual donations; foundation grants;
proceeds of fund-raising events held for individual clinics; or
street solicitation (panhandling). One clinic in California de-
rives its main financial support from the local medical society.
By and large, free clinics can be classified by the population
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they serve; some serve particular neighborhoods (poverty or
transient areas, for the most part); others provide general medi-
cal services to young people; and the third kind offers specific
services, such as drug or VD treatment clinics.

Free clinics, however good they might be, are merely stop-
gaps. Obviously they can provide care to only a very small part
of the population in some cities where the need is greatest, but
their limited role can be viewed as nothing more than a bandage
applied to a sick patient — the patient being our medical system
that has failed.

The Pilot City Health Center, Minneapolis
Based on my years of involvement with the health problems
of the poor blacks, if I were a resident of an inner city with a
family of four children, of all the plans being offered today I
should prefer the kind of health and medical care which is
being offered by the Pilot City Health Center (PCHC). We
cannot expect Utopia overnight, but the PCHC, which is one of
60 activated units in the country at a cost of $100 million to
the federal government, offers much more than the residents
in that sector ever had before.12 In an actual sense it has put into
working effect "The Right to Health." It is preventing suf-
fering and saving the lives of many men, women, and children.
It is eliminating the medical apartheid; it is substituting for the
"separate-and-unequal" principle that of equity and social jus-
tice.

The history of the Pilot City Health Center is a dramatic
story of what started as a community "operation bootstrap."
The target area includes one of the poorest sections of Minne-
apolis and one with the highest concentrations of blacks. Before
1966, the residents of the community had access to little or no
health care. The area had one black doctor in private practice;
the white doctors who preceded him had followed their pa-
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tients out to the suburbs. The only medical care available was
episodic and for an emergency. Private doctors outside the area
were too expensive and too distant to be reached by most of the
community. This area encompasses the city's highest concen-
tration of low-income families. Many families have only one
parent, many receive AFDC, a high rate of unemployment is con-
stant, there are a large number of drug addicts, and the crime
rate is high. Because of the magnitude of this urban blight, a
small group of residents in 1967 formed a new community or-
ganization, Tactical Advisory Committee (TAG), in order to
pull themselves up by their bootstraps.

By June 1967 the first phase of planning was completed. In
July a $50,000 planning grant was allocated which enabled pro-
fessionals and lay residents to set goals for the PCHC under the
supervision of TAC. With the backing of Dr. C. A. Smith, health
commissioner of Minneapolis, TAG surveyed the community
and established the needs and priorities for health care. By Sep-
tember the operational plan for the Pilot City program was
completed. In October 1967, TAG was superseded by an elected
board called the Technical Advisory Committee Services to Im-
plement Community Services (TACTICS). TACTICS was com-
posed of 16 resident members and 60 agency representatives
appointed by their respective agencies. The operational plan for
the overall program was funded in January 1968, and the health
component was approved the following June. Funding for the
building facilities came from HUD ($500,000 plus another
$22,000 for temporary construction work). HEW added anothera
$100,000. The city of Minneapolis provided $320,000 in bond
issue funds. Local business contributed $90,000. The Minne-
apolis Health Department with the approval of TACTICS signed
a contract with Hennepin County General Hospital to provide
jointly all medical services.

Bethel Synagogue in north Minneapolis was purchased by
the city in May 1968. In October, remodeling began which
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included provisions for receptionist's space, privacy for inter-
viewing, emergency care, examining rooms, nurses' stations,
and laboratory and dental facilities as well as appropriate staff
rooms.

The original goals were to provide family-oriented, team-
based, comprehensive continuous health care for everyone in
that community — goals more easily formulated than imple-
mented. Under what seemed to be insurmountable obstacles,
the PCHC began two chaotic and discouraging years of operation.
It was a case of too many cooks almost spoiling the broth. In-
ternal conflicts, widespread frustrations, lack of faith in the
establishment by the residents, inadequacy of the physical
plant, lack of sufficient medical and paramedical staff, inse-
curity over permanence of funding — all were factors tending
to divide rather than to unite the lay directors of the project.
To add to the turmoil, feuding between the black separation-
ists and the integrationists caused meetings to end in one big
brawl. As Dr. Donald Spigner, who became medical director
in July 1971, said, "I found the Pilot City Health Center an
uncoordinated octopus."

With the appointment of Dr. Spigner the PCHC took on
new viability. Chaos was converted into planned order; dis-
content changed into trust and unity. In less than a year, Dr.
Spigner's policies introduced planned techniques for the de-
livery of health care to all the residents and their children. By
holding weekly open discussions of the entire staff, he was
able to resolve the divisive influence of the black separation-
ists and the integrationists. He published in-house letters to
supervise training in basic skills of the volunteer workers. He
invoked an entirely new system of outpatient department pri-
mary medical care. He reduced to a minimum the large amount
of pilfering which had gone on previously. He used floodlights
in front of the center to light up parking lots, and he hired a
security guard to work late in the evenings. Also, he raised the
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standards of sanitary safety to meet the legal requirements. Dr.
Spigner's dedication to PCHC and his work to acquaint the
county commissioners with the needs and goals of the center
soon paid dividends. Of special importance were the group
unit lectures established in health education for parents of
schoolchildren; intensive community education for all area
residents was given high priority.

The most difficult of all obstacles was the financial one.
When Dr. Spigner first arrived, the center was kept from going
under by four different federal agencies. The U.S. Public
Health Service, an absentee landlord, was not really actively
concerned but had some fiscal responsibility. The local Social
Service Administration offered services provided by HEW
through the Social Security Act. The County Welfare Family
Planning limited its funds to those on county relief. It became
imperative to unify the funding derived from the several agen-
cies not actually involved in active participation. That the
medical director was successful in the delicate area of personal
relationships as well as in the vast area of the complex me-
chanics of the program is a testimony to his great insight and
applied talent.

By the end of 1970, Pilot City Health Center had about
14,000 clients and saw an average of 150 patients per day, at
least half of whom were served on a walk-in basis. The services
provided by PCHC are numerous and deserve to be examined
more closely.

Dental Care. In order to meet the urgent needs of the
community, especially for the children, a dental department
was planned and implemented with five part-time dentists.
Over half of the children under 16 years of age had never had
a dental examination. The department quickly developed a
waiting list and is caring for a large number of patients who
sought only dental care at the center. By the end of the fiscal
year 1970 the dental department was faced with the problem
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of more demand than supply. As we go into 1973 there is still
a long waiting list for dental services.

Ambulatory Services. One of the most important reasons
for the previous underutilization of medical facilities was the
lack of an ambulance service. This has been a high priority on
Dr. Spigner's list of concerns. For any patient or child who
cannot get to the clinic by any other means, a 10-hour emer-
gency ambulance service to the county general hospital or the
PCHC is now in use. This service has at its disposal a fully
equipped ambulance, a bus with emergency equipment, and a
station wagon. The drivers are well trained in first aid.

X Ray and Laboratory. An X-ray department and labora-
tory were installed in crowded and inadequate space, but by
the end of fiscal 1971 the laboratory staff had grown to five
full-time technologists who were doing over 7,000 tests a
month. The X-ray department occupied two fully outfitted
rooms with a staff of four X-ray technicians and two aides.

Pharmacy. This department was manned by three pharma-
cists and a pharmacy intern. The goal is to provide patients
with rapid service and time to counsel patients on their pre-
scribed medications.

'Speech Therapy. In 1968 the Minnesota Easter Seals Asso-
ciation hired a full-time speech therapist for the center. She
surveyed the schools and identified 270 children needing ther-
apy, 91 of whom were in need of emergency help. Although
there were no facilities for audiology, the therapist rendered
valuable help to 58 of these children.

Mental Health Services. Because of the large number of
adults, teenagers, and children with behavioral and mental dis-
turbances who had never been screened by professionals, the
first goal in this most neglected field was to count and to
evaluate patients in need of treatment. It was first necessary to
persuade the patient to seek mental health services and to fol-
low through when referred. In the six-month period from July
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to December 1970, an average of 25 per cent of referrals were
classified as self-referrals, consisting of individuals and families
who were "hurting." The family counselors and social workers
were especially helpful in making sure that these clients kept
their appointments. They also gave the patients an empathy
they had never known before.

The first hurdle to overcome in the mental health program
was financial. In the original grant, funds were deleted for
mental health services. Fortunately, the state of Minnesota,
through the Hennepin County Mental Health Board, gave a
grant of $55,000 which was to be matched by the National
Institute of Mental Health.

A clinical psychologist, several psychiatric social workers,
and several volunteer health workers began a program of crisis
intervention, long-term treatment, group work, and psycho-
logical screening. The addition of these persons has made pos-
sible the development of group programs which have been
highly successful as of this writing. A consulting psychiatrist
on a one-tenth basis was also secured. By January 1971, 325
children aged 2 to 16 years and their families had been given
counselling and treatment for all types of mental and emo-
tional disturbances. This had been accompanied by marital,
family, and group discussions of personal problems.

The focus of the mental health program is upon working
with families, especially those in crisis. In order to do this, the
staff often has treatment sessions in the home. This provides
an added opportunity for observation and interaction with the
family members. It is also a convenience for the family to be
seen at home rather than in the center. This naturalistic set-
ting is more comfortable and less artificial than the usual
office visit. It also maximizes the possibility of including the
father in therapy, whereas the office visit often omits the fa-
ther. Sometimes the very need to organize the family for the
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visit of the therapist is the occasion for one of the few times
that the family actually acts as a cohesive organization.

Treatment services for children frequently are in the con-
text of family therapy. However, some individual visits are
held at the health center. When indicated, children may be
seen at school, and visits with some adolescents occur in the
street or at a local lunch counter. Children have available indi-
vidual assessment for a broad range of behavioral, learning,
and intrapersonal problems. An integral part is to assure refer-
ral for dysfunctional problems such as learning disabilities. This
is facilitated by the close working relationship between the
mental health and the pediatric staff. Clinical nursing special-
ists in pediatrics have received general training in screening for
developmental problems. The mental health staff is involved
in further specific training so that eventually all preschool
children will receive screening for early identification and re-
mediation.

Some 13.1 per cent of the students at the schools in the
Pilot City area are from minority groups. Of all the 69 ele-
mentary schools in Minneapolis, the 3 in the Pilot City area
were ranked by school administrators as the most difficult to
manage. Of the 17 junior high schools the one in this dis-
trict was ranked first in number of dropouts. Since the chil-
dren of all ages attending schools in the Pilot City are in a
high risk group for school failure, it is clear that a mental
health program is a must. Services to youth (adolescents and
young adults) are being developed to provide something more
than the traditional services. The staff at North High School
feel overwhelmed with the problems of apathetic youth who
are leaving school severely handicapped for obtaining employ-
ment with their limited academic skills. Development of serv-
ices to meet the needs of school dropouts and young adults
is ongoing and quite probably will include a storefront, drop-in
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counselling service open in the evening. It is also possible that
drug use programs may be included in this format.

The total mental health services are an integral part of
PCHC. They are easily accessible to the entire population of
Pilot City. They are flexible in matching appropriate service
with specific needs. The neighborly concern of informally
trained men and women, blacks and whites, can often dispel
the anxiety and mistrust associated with more formal ap-
proaches. Although the volunteers share in a large part of the
program, direct treatment is entirely in the hands of psycholo-
gists and psychiatrists.

Nutrition. A nutritionist was hired early in the program to
deal with problems of PCHC clients — limited budgets, inacces-
sible food markets, and so forth. Still the sole member of the
department (because limited funds prohibit expansion), she
consults with many day care centers in the area, schools, and
the health center staff, and also provides direct service to pa-
tients.

Public Health Nursing. Several nurses have worked with
the clinic on assignment from the Minneapolis Health Depart-
ment, but, by and large, this remains a referred service.

Drugs. A methadone treatment program was initiated in
1969 and swelled rapidly. The experience of this component
of PCHC is illustrative of the problems and possibilities of a
neighborhood health center:

Initially, the goals were to assist the addicts to change their life
styles through group work and job and educational opportunities
with methadone as a stepping stone. The social worker became
engulfed in the program, as did the internist and, of necessity, the
pharmacy.

A subtle struggle for leadership ensued as the internist began
admitting people to the program unilaterally. (All candidates were
to be screened by a committee of staff and addicts, but the com-
mittee met only weekly.) The number of participants swelled and
not all of them were involved in groups.
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The idea of establishing a community education program utiliz-
ing the addicts to speak to various groups came early. However,
the ability to take in money and pay honorariums to these indi-
viduals was not within reach of the center at the time. The social
worker developed a private foundation for this purpose and fo-
cused on these goals.

Thus, the methadone program could be seen as taking several
directions: a group involved in education and socialization, and
groups receiving primarily medical treatment (maintenance and
supposed detoxification), without unified leaderships and program
goals.

Meanwhile, the community aides were still trying to carry out
the original goals of the social service section.13

Glenwood Clinic

The Glenwood Clinic is a satellite outpatient department of
the PCHC, about two miles from the center. It is an offspring
of the original prenatal baby clinic under the Minneapolis City
Board of Health. When I took over the weekly clinic in 1967,
we moved into a three-room unit, truly a storefront house of
medicine, limited to the care of well and sick children.

Every Wednesday a public health nurse, two aides, and I
set up shop. We were assisted by another aide who has lived in
the Glenwood area and knows most of the patients. During
the week this aide is available to receive calls and acts as a liai-
son between the patients and the clinic. She also makes calls
on Fridays to read Mantoux tests and gives reports on throat
cultures. Wednesday is well utilized by anyone who wants to
register. If they can afford it, patients pay a small fee for the
services; all others receive services, including medicines, free.

There are no oriental rugs, no oil paintings in our clinic;
the facility is rented from the Minneapolis Housing Authority
for one dollar a year. The first floor has a kitchen and a big
living room which serves as a receiving office. There are snacks
and coffee in the kitchen along with a playpen and toys and
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several borrowed folding chairs. A desk for registration and an
old folding table with an ancient scale on it are off to one side,
out of the reach of the runabouts. The two nursing aides act as
hostesses, and welcome is expressed in their faces. After the
patients are registered, they walk or are carried to an upstairs
room over which I preside before an old table with the few
necessary things to fulfill my role as an emeritus pediatrician.
The immunizations and other sundry tasks are done by one of
the nursing aides; there is always a drawer filled with suckers.

This clinic resembles the outpatient clinics in primitive
countries. With one pediatrician, an excellent public health
nurse, two nurses aides, a local voluntary counselor, and an
ambulance to see that the patients without transportation can
keep their appointments, we hold our heads high and claim
100 per cent immunizations and no known contagious diseases
for which there are specifics. We have full cooperation from
our parent PCHC and other allied health agencies. We go to
bed each night feeling "We are our brother's keeper."

The value of having a clinic such as Pilot City, offering as
many services as it does, can perhaps be best demonstrated by
citing several cases of exemplary importance. In the first in-
stance, a family with five children moved to Minnesota from
Arkansas in December 1969. Previous medical care had been
sporadic; the family had obtained medicines for illnesses only
when they had been able to afford them. Immunizations had
also been given sporadically. After moving to Minneapolis, the
family came to the Pilot City Health Center for treatment of
acute illness. Physical exams were given to each child. Six-year-
old Joyce had extremely poor teeth, and care was initiated for
her in the dental clinic. Richard, age five, Douglas, age two,
and Marie, age ten months, all had heart murmurs. At least
one of these was due to an organic defect and may require
heart surgery. Complete immunizations and periodic visits,
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which include counseling on diet and hygiene, are being car-
ried out for all the children.

A second case concerns a ten-year-old boy, Kevin, who
came to the clinic for a physical examination; he had had im-
munizations at various health centers but no physical exam.
It was noted that he was of short stature, had extremely poor
dentition and very dry skin. When a detailed history was ob-
tained, his mother mentioned that he had had convulsions in
the neonatal period. A serum calcium was tested and a diag-
nosis of hypocalcemia was made. Kevin was immediately re-
ferred to the University of Minnesota for further testing and
treatment.

A final example is the case of George, a six-year-old boy
who was brought in by his mother for a routine physical exam;
a schoolteacher had requested the exam because of the child's
hyperactivity and short attention span in class. It was discov-
ered that George had a history of many ear infections; they
had been treated by the county general hospital and various
private doctors. Physicals and immunizations had been given
at well-child clinics. The hearing tests previously administered
had been recorded as "unsuccessful." The physical exam at
PCHC revealed scarring of both eardrums, and an audiogram
revealed marked hearing loss in the right ear and moderate loss
in the left. The child was scheduled for ear-nose-throat consul-
tation in the clinic, and then admitted to the hospital for poly-
ethylene tubes and the removal of his tonsils and adenoids.
Moderate improvement in hearing occurred, and a hearing aid
was provided. The child's progress in school improved mark-
edly.

These three cases illustrate the seriousness of scattered and
incomplete treatment as well as the possibilities of tragic con-
sequences for those seriously ill, impoverished children who
do not receive medical care when it is urgently needed. These
cases, alone, testify to the necessity of professionally staffed
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clinics which should exist in every neighborhood, open to all
those in need of treatment.

The poor blacks in this community, served by the Pilot
City program, have for the first time had access to the main-
stream of medicine on an equal basis. They now have a per-
sonal physician who is available to the family twenty-four
hours a day. Pregnant mothers no longer are chiefly delivered
by granny midwives with no formal training; today all the
mothers from these districts are hospitalized in either general
or voluntary obstetrical wards. These are the people who once
waited long hours on hard benches in charity clinics in order
to obtain some medical care. They are now treated as human
beings in need of medical help and not as numbers; they now
have a full range of services given in a setting of dignity with
a voice in the management of their own house of health.

Someday, I hope not in the too distant future, Americans
will demand and get a prepaid national health insurance sys-
tem which will make available to the poor and disadvantaged
to whom this book is dedicated the highest quality of total
health. But until the enactment of a compulsory total health
plan, the programs I mentioned above deserve continued fund-
ing. I cannot view the cutoff of federal funds for these pro-
grams as anything but a step backward from the few advances
that had been made in the 1960's. Our continued piecemeal
tinkering with a system which has clearly outlived its useful-
ness is futile. Only by reforming the system itself can we ex-
pect the kind of medical sociology which will give all the
people and especially the poor and the disadvantaged their
inherent rights. Instead of a bandage and aspirin, what we
need is radical surgery. While I am not by nature a pessimist,
I find it discouraging that no comprehensive reforms seem
imminent.

It seems clear that some type of legislation will be enacted
and implemented similar to the Health Maintenance Organi-
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zations (HMO'S). These are prepaid medical plans, wherein the
participant pays a fixed fee per year in return for full medical
care. The concept is not new, though it has come a long way
in acceptability among the medical profession. In the 1950's
when Group Health, a prepaid plan in St. Paul to which
I belong, was being organized, we doctors who were interested
in working in such a setting had to meet in dark corners of
out of the way places to discuss it. At that time, participating
in a prepaid group practice could mean expulsion from the
local medical society — a threatened penalty that was ended by
the courts.

The advantages of organizing medical care around HMO'S
are many, but the way they are organized contain pitfalls. The
best plans operating today are controlled by nonprofit corpora-
tions, but it is likely that new plans will be set up on a profit-
making basis, and that, I believe, would not be in the best
interests of the consumers. Dr. Maurice Visscher, chairman of
the Group Health Plan of St. Paul, has cogently set forth the
dangers:

It is known that the administrative expenses and profit on
health insurance sold by private insurance companies in the U.S.
eat up as much as half of the insurance premiums. Even more dis-
advantageous to the consuming public, however, is the fact that
in an HMO run for profit there would be the danger that needed
services would not be provided in order to increase the margin of
profit. It would be very dangerous to set up a system of medical
care in which private profit could be increased by depriving pa-
tients of optimal services simply to increase the profits of an insur-
ance company or even of a corporation organized by doctors. Most
physicians are deeply interested in their patient's welfare, but
there are some in the medical profession as well as in other pro-
fessions who are not to be trusted to put their patients' or clients'
welfare ahead of their own economic advantage. In life and death
matters it is not safe for the public to allow anyone to gain finan-
cial advantage out of doing less for patients than would be medi-
cally desirable.

Ideally, HMO'S should be consumer-controlled, but as an abso-
lute minimum they must be managed on a nonprofit basis.14
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Whatever plan is adopted by Congress should, in my opin-
ion, include these five major principles which have been set
forth by the Health Professionals for Political Action:15

1. Access to comprehensive health care is a right which
must be assured to all citizens.

2. A financing scheme must be provided which guarantees
health care regardless of a person's ability to pay. Coin-
surance and deductibles in an insurance plan discrimi-
nate against the poor.

3. Any national solution to the health crisis must compel
a reorganization of the health care delivery system.
Thus, the federal government should set standards for
personnel, facilities, and quality of care and raise the
revenues for financing the national health insurance
system.

4. Thoroughly comprehensive benefits must be provided,
so that all the health care needs of the patient are met.

5. Aggressive action must be taken by the government to
get health care to inner cities and rural areas.

Some may consider these points radical, yet radical steps
are needed to eliminate the dual system of medicine that has
existed in this country for too long. There are no immediate
solutions that will create a medical Utopia overnight, but some
of the programs the government has funded in the 1960's have
provided partial answers for the medically disenfranchised, and
we must, I feel, go forward from there. In the last analysis,
solutions to the medical crisis will be reached only by a total
commitment of doctors, consumers, and legislators to provide
adequate and reasonably priced — if necessary, free — medical
care for all the citizens of our country.
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We have the knowledge, wealth and ability in America to assure
that every American gets the health care he needs and is not faced
by financial ruin in the process. We can guarantee each other
good health care. The question is, do we have the will to do it?

Edward M. Kennedy, In Critical Condition
(New York: Simon and Schuster, 1972), p. 18

American medicine has long been a principal victim of our na-
tion's inverted sense of values. The scientific triumphs of
American medicine include the discovery of miracle drugs, the
transplantation of organs, and the discovery of new and power-
ful vaccines, but the portion of the population denied the
benefits of these advances consists of many millions. We have
allowed military needs to rank far above human needs. The
affluent have access to the highest quality of medical care and
they know how to get it. The poor and deprived usually get
only the crumbs of medical care or none at all.

It is primarily the blacks to whom I have directed my con-
cern in this book. How far have we come and how much fur-
ther must we go to eliminate once and for all this terrible
disease of racism which has sickened our society? In my re-
search on these questions I have tried to portray an accurate
picture, using the most recent data as they relate to the gen-
eral health crisis of the black population, the tragedy of this
health crisis specifically among black children, the prejudice
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that has long thwarted the ambitions of black medical stu-
dents, the struggle of black doctors to achieve equal status
with white doctors, and finally, the seeds of meeting the chal-
lenge that have sprouted and how they can be nurtured to
bear fruit.

The Black Health Crisis. Racism and poverty are two sides
of the same coin, and the black population has felt the full
impact of both. These two elements of American society are
inseparable from the black health crisis: an attack on the prob-
lems of health must include an all-out effort to eradicate rac-
ism and poverty. Our present system of private fee-for-service
medical care leaves out large numbers of blacks. This accounts
for the higher morbidity and mortality rates, for the greater
incidence of illnesses, and for the lack of preventive health
knowledge among the blacks, as well as among the poor of all
colors, in all sections of the country.

Since 1900 there has been a dramatic improvement in the
overall picture of the health of black people, but a large gap
between white and black health statistics still remains owing
to the double standard in the primary delivery of medical
services.

In 1964 the passage of the Civil Rights Act gave blacks the
necessary means of fighting discrimination de jure. Title VI of
this Act, which removed the separate-but-equal clause from the
Hill-Burton Act (a federal measure to help finance the build-
ing and improvement of hospitals) was a specific tool for
activists to use against overt discrimination. It was of essen-
tial importance, particularly in the South, where many blacks
had been denied entrance to hospitals and other medical fa-
cilities for years. Unfortunately, attitudes are not easily changed
by law. De facto discrimination still exists overtly in the South
and covertly throughout the entire United States. The Civil
Rights Commission issued a report in 1966 which revealed a
failure of the enforcement of the Civil Rights Act, Title VI,
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in many medical facilities throughout the South; it is evident
even today that illegal medical practices in regard to the blacks
continue. A greater effort must be launched to combat this
situation and without sufficient financing the opposition can-
not be overcome.

Both overt and covert discrimination have had a devastat-
ing effect on the attitudes of the blacks toward seeking medi-
cal help. Already trapped within the poverty cycle, they receive
inadequate medical care not only because of racial discrimina-
tion but because of the attitudes of white professionals toward
low-income groups. They are accused of not caring about the
health of their children or their own health, when the facts
show that they often simply cannot afford to pay for the serv-
ices. The Horatio Alger myth has no place within our present
economic system. It is very difficult to get out of the clutches
of poverty and pull oneself up by one's own bootstraps; as one
family member said, "There are no bootstraps, there are not
even any boots."

Masses of people, with the blacks among those in the fore-
front, have taken up the challenge to better their way of life.
Progress has been made, but much remains to be done. We
cannot expect blacks to close the remaining gap alone. A na-
tional effort must be made to attack the health crisis on all
fronts — and the essential factors of poverty and discrimination
cannot be ignored — in order to ensure the right to health for
every citizen of the United States.

Health of the Black Child. The maternal and infant mor-
tality rates of this country are a disgrace not only as a black-
white comparison, but as a comparison between our national
statistics and those of other Western countries, which rank far
better than we do. Our children, from all races and economic
levels, are a precious resource, so we say. Yet too many black
children continue to grow up in the same environment of
poverty and discrimination that crippled their parents. Fre-
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quently, their poor health jeopardizes their learning ability,
and so the cycle will continue. These children suffer from the
covert prejudicial attitudes on the part of many teachers. The
physically ill or mentally disturbed black child is often ignored
and receives no medical attention until his illness has reached
tragic proportions.

Head Start, a federally funded national program, has begun
to combat the social, psychological, and physical problems of
low-income children in the United States. My own involve-
ment with the Head Start program in Minneapolis has re-
newed my faith that the health crisis of black children can be
remedied. But as is the case with all such national programs,
the uncertainty of financial commitment is a constant threat
to continuing success. We must not slacken the efforts already
being made; we must insist that the health of children of all
races receive top consideration within a national health plan.

The Blade Medical Student. The victims of racism within
our medical system have not been limited to the patients. Dis-
crimination and poverty have also had a disastrous effect on
the opportunities for black medical students. For years blacks
could not even consider a career in medicine because of the
attitudes of predominantly white medical schools who barred
their entry by both overt and covert means. As in the case of
hospital facilities, the 1964 Civil Rights Act helped to open up
medical schools to the blacks. But again, de jure achievement
did not, and still does not today, mean de facto success. A
form of racial bias still exists concerning entrance into medical
schools for the black student, the Medical College Admission
Tests. There is an ongoing controversy over the use of these
tests for all minority groups, whose members are screened on
the same basis as the middle- and upper-middle-class white
student who has usually had a far better elementary and sec-
ondary education. The long-range solution must be in the
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overall improvement of education for blacks at all levels of
training.

Even if the bars of discrimination are removed from the
medical school system, the economic problem remains. The
cost of an education in preparation for a medical career today
is out of reach for many white students. For the black student
from a low-income family, entrance into the medical profes-
sion is a financial impossibility without scholarships and other
outside assistance. The NMA has been in the forefront of the
struggle to gain both entrance and financial assistance for the
black student in pursuit of a career in medicine.

It is encouraging to report that over the past twenty years
the number of black medical students has almost doubled;
white medical schools have increased their black enrollment
about fivefold in this period, and four times as many white
medical schools are now open to blacks. However, as of 1972,
blacks are still underrepresented in the medical profession in
terms of their proportion to the general population, in terms of
their interest in pursuing medical careers, and in terms of the
need among blacks for medical services. Although blacks consti-
tuted 11.2 per cent of the total population in 1969, only 2.2
per cent of the physicians, less than 2 per cent of the dentists,
and less than 5 per cent of the nurses in this country were
black. The NMA has set a goal for a black enrollment of 12
per cent by 1975; this goal includes the aim of 12 per cent
black medical graduates — in other words, the hope is to pro-
duce fully prepared doctors who have completed training, not
just gained admittance to the medical program.

The Black Doctor. Once the black student has completed
training and has achieved the status of doctor, ready to begin
practice, the struggle is by no means over. For more than a
century the black doctor has received unfair treatment from
the AMA and its component societies. Hospital staff privileges,
entrance into white medical societies, board certification, as
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well as geographical distribution of practices, all add up to re-
veal that the power of the AMA has kept the black physician
out of the mainstream of the American medical profession for
over one hundred years. The 1960's were an era of civil rights
battles; there were years of painful legal action, sped up by
militant protests and constant demands for de jure equality
for black doctors. The hospitals of the South, closed so long
to the blacks, were forced to open up to the black doctors in
1964 after the Civil Rights Act was passed and the Supreme
Court struck down the separate-but-equal clause of the Hill-
Burton Act.

In the 1970's, the need remains to combat not only the
residue of de jure problems for the black doctor but also the
de facto elements of discrimination within the American medi-
cal system. The black doctor demands full equality with the
white; he has finally gained entrance into the white societies,
but he still feels he is far from having total acceptance, both
socially and professionally.

The new militancy of black doctors in the NMA has helped
to push the AMA toward progressive change. The last several
years have shown that both organizations are willing to unite
efforts in certain areas in order to meet the crisis of the Ameri-
can medical scene. The black doctor, who has often suffered
the effects of discrimination and poverty along with his black
patients, is now finding some understanding among his white
colleagues. I believe that the AMA, the voice of the medical
profession, finally after forty years of a cold war with the gov-
ernment and progressive forces, is changing from a negative
to a positive social force. It is still given far more to rhetoric
than to action, but compared with its former attitudes the
AMA has exhibited revolutionary changes. The conditions un-
der which the black doctor can now practice have improved
considerably since the AMA developed its new conscience. The
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NMA continues to exert itself in the direction of profound
change.

One thing is clear; blacks are no longer satisfied with
tokenism and gradualism. Black doctors insist on genuine rep-
resentation in, and responsibility for, the decision-making poli-
cies of white medical societies, hospitals, and medical schools.
They demand an active role in the planning and servicing of
medical centers. At the same time, most black professionals
do not feel that the responsibility of meeting the health crisis
among the underprivileged should be theirs alone. They want
to join with their white colleagues in combating the national
health crisis; they want whites and blacks to work together to
eradicate disease among all white and black patients and raise
the health standards of this country to a level which reflects
equal care for all.

Meeting the Challenge. The 92nd Congress, known as an
outstanding health session because of the large number of
health bills passed, adopted no new major health legislation
which would benefit or improve the chances for the poor
blacks to get better health facilities and services. Practically all
the bills passed were fringe health bills; no bill was passed that
would directly combat the high morbidity and mortality rates
of the black population.

The most recent, more innovative, insurance and health
bills are still delayed. Meanwhile, the health problem assumes
critical proportions. State and local programs have struggled
on in the face of delays for a comprehensive national health
plan which could meet the challenge of the crisis head on.

Since the Johnson administration, many federally funded
programs have continued operating across the country. But in
1973 many of them are facing termination. My own experi-
ences as a pediatrician with the Pilot City Health Center of
Minneapolis have given me first-hand proof of the effective-
ness of such programs. On a local level we have managed to
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provide comprehensive health services for the formerly de-
prived inner-city black poor. There are similar projects all over
the country with many different financial sources, types of
services, and political philosophies. The underlying purpose of
all of them, however, is to function as stopgap measures in the
serious medical crisis that exists among the blacks and all
other poor families. The free clinics that have sprung up in
the last few years embrace those who either mistrust or cannot
afford the medical services offered on a private fee-for-service
basis. These clinics are sometimes totally dependent upon vol-
untary help from maverick doctors who are simultaneously
practicing within the medical establishment.

In conclusion, I think the case is clear: medical care equal-
ity for all is not only an urgent national need but a moral
necessity. The choices this nation makes in the allocation of
its resources reflect our system of values. We are indicating
our priorities through this allocation, and thus far we have a
far from acceptable record in total national health achieve-
ments. The mortality, morbidity, and general health statistics
of the poverty-stricken, minority groups of our country give
evidence of this failure. As Franklin Roosevelt said in 1933,
"The test of a nation's progress is not to make the rich richer,
not to add to the abundance of those who have much, but
rather to provide enough to those who have too little."

I have tried in this book to make a diagnosis of the de-
velopments and trends which reveal that the health system in
the United States is indeed in a state of crisis. If the problems
which have been described are to be resolved, the present
health system will have to undergo drastic changes. We ur-
gently need to reshape our institutions for the provision of
medical care into a concrete nationally planned system respon-
sive to the needs of modern society and the potential of mod-
ern medical science. We need an AMA that will aggressively
move forward with the NMA and bring to fruition the seeds of
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progressive change. We need a socially aware Congress fighting
for national health legislation that is truly effective. We need
medical, social, and political leaders on all levels to dedicate
themselves to the priority of the right to health for all Ameri-
cans. It is late in the day, but it is not too late to take the
right road to preserve our richest resource — the health and
lives of our people. An old proverb says, "He who has health
has hope, and he who has hope has everything."
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